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I. INTRODUCTION
Rural broadband service providers ("BSPs") follow business plans charac-
terized by the design, engineering, construction, and operation of privately
owned convergent broadband networks that overlay or are "overbuilt" on top
of preexisting networks owned and operated by incumbent competitors. As
such, they provide true facilities-based competition in these markets.
BSP network access rate regulation, like regulation in the telecommunica-
tions industry in general, is undergoing rapid change. Unfortunately, the rela-
tively small size and limited number of rural community BSPs and their lack of
participation in the regulatory process to date is causing many unique BSP is-
sues to be overlooked. This has led to federal and state regulator decisions,
which produce results in small community markets that are directly contrary to
stated regulatory goals. Regulatory decisions over the past ten years have es-
sentially pushed the square peg of metropolitan Competitive Local Exchange
Carrier ("CLEC") reseller regulation into the round hole of the rural BSP fa-
I Mr. Anderson currently serves as the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Prai-
rieWave Communications, Inc. and its wholly-owned affiliates, including PrairieWave
Community Telephone, Inc., a small rate-of-return ILEC providing telephone services to
nine exchanges in southeastern South Dakota, and PrairieWave Telecommunications, Inc., a
competitive BSP that provides broadband telecommunications services (including tele-
phone, cable and high speed Internet and data services) in forty-five small communities in
South Dakota, Minnesota and Iowa. Mr. Anderson received his BA degree summa cum
laude from Augustana College with majors in Accounting, Business Administration, and
Economics. He holds a Masters of Business Administration and a Masters in Professional
Accountancy from the University of South Dakota. He received his JD from the University
of Southern California. He is a CPA and a member of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants. Portions of this article are based on comments submitted by Prai-
rieWave to the FCC regarding network access rate policy; however, the views stated in this
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cilities-based business model. The resulting fit has not been pretty.
PrairieWave Telecommunications, Inc. ("PrairieWave") pioneered the rural
BSP overbuild planning and implementation process in 1996. By 1998, it oper-
ated the largest competitive Hybrid Fiber Coax ("HFC") broadband network in
the country providing a converged bundle of telephone, cable, and Internet
services on one bill with one-call customer service. By 2000, PrairieWave had
committed to overbuild nineteen additional communities. The company re-
cently completed service offerings to the last community. It also recently ac-
quired the operations of Black Hills FiberCom, a substantially -identical opera-
tion covering eleven communities in the Northern Black Hills region of west-
em South Dakota. Today, PraireWave is one of the largest rural community
BSPs in the country operating an integrated broadband network interconnect-
ing forty-five small communities in South Dakota, Iowa, and Minnesota.
Unfortunately, the company's ability to deploy broadband technologies into
new rural markets has been curtailed by the Federal Communications Commis-
sion's ("FCC" or "Commission") CLEC network access rate policies, which
ignore company-specific network costs and set access rate caps that are far
below PrairieWave's actual costs of network operations. The first of those
policies was adopted in 2001.1 This has been compounded by the Commis-
sion's cellular access rate orders, which significantly favor the major cellular
service providers.2 As a result, PrairieWave is subsidizing network access for
the same incumbents and wireless companies with whom it set out to compete
against and finds itself in the middle of a patently unfair situation of access rate
arbitrage that favors its competitors. Given today's capital markets, this has
made further expansion into new rural markets uneconomical.'
In November 2004, PrairieWave attempted to partially redress this situation
by filing a company-specific interstate access tariff and a forward-looking eco-
I In re Access Charge Reform; Reform of Access Charges Imposed by Competitive
Local Exchange Carriers, Seventh Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rule-
making, 16 F.C.C.R. 9923 (Apr. 26, 2001) [hereinafter CLEC Access Order I]; In re Access
Charge Reform; Reform of Access Charges Imposed by Competitive Local Exchange Carri-
ers, Eighth Report and Order and Fifth Order on Reconsideration, 19 F.C.C.R. 9108 (May
13, 2004) [hereinafter CLEC Access Order 11]. The resulting rate/cost disparity has caused
PrairieWave to cease further expansion into new rural markets. See infra note 108 and ac-
companying text.
2 See infra Part IV.B and accompanying notes.
3 See infra note 108 and accompanying text. As discussed in detail below, current regu-
lation force BSP access rates substantially below cost causing a fundamental pricing distor-
tion that directly results in inefficient capital investment signals. Specifically, PrairieWave
is unable to enter new small rural communities due to the unfair pricing distortions caused
by below-cost access revenues that directly subsidize its competitors and result in an inabil-
ity of PrairieWave to shift revenue recovery without losing market share. These factors all
combine to reduce the rate-of-return on new investment below the rate necessary to attract
new financing.
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nomic cost study with the Commission.' This petition presented the FCC with
factual data supporting BSP access rates for the first time5 and demonstrated
that the application of incumbent access rate caps to BSPs operating in small
communities and rural markets contravenes both the competitive goals set by
Congress in the Telecommunications Act of 19966 ("Act") and by the rules the
Commission promulgated pursuant to the Act. Unfortunately, nearly one year
later, the Commission has yet to provide the relief requested. Meanwhile, Prai-
rieWave's economic losses continue to grow and new market entry is delayed!
This article reviews the current BSP regulatory scheme and urges a return to
true company-specific access rates as the only solution that adequately ad-
dresses the problems. Part II examines the goals of access regulation with spe-
cial emphasis on the mandatory interconnection issue that creates the network
access compensation problem. Part III is a critical look at the current incum-
bent-based benchmark rate structure. It analyzes the serious economic prob-
lems created by the current structure. Part IV examines the alternative of pri-
vately negotiated interconnection and access rate agreements concluding that
such agreements cannot solve the BSP access revenue problem due to unequal
bargaining power. Emphasis here is placed on the enormous distortions caused
by current Commercial Mobile Radio Service ("CMRS") access arrangements.
Part V describes the proper role of forward-looking economic cost regulation
in setting BSP access rates. While all Parts use PrairieWave's situation as a
model for analysis,' the general economic theories discussed in this article as
well as the problems created for competition in rural communities are applica-
ble to all rural BSPs in the country.
4 See In re Access Charge Reform; Reform of Access Charges Imposed by Competi-
tive Local Exchange Carriers, PrairieWave Petition for Waiver, CC Docket No. 96-262
(Nov. 23, 2004) [hereinafter Prairie Wave Petition for Waiver].
5 The Commission's consideration of CLEC access rates to date has been marked by a
frustrating lack of hard cost data, especially in the BSP area. See, e.g., In re AT&T Corp. v.
Business Telecom, Inc., Defendant; Sprint Communications Company, L.P., Complainant v.
Business Telecom, Inc., Defendant, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 16 F.C.C.R. 12,312
(May 25, 2001); see infra notes 95 and 221 and accompanying text. At the time of CLEC
Access Order I, PrairieWave, then known as Dakota Telecommunications Group ("DTG"),
was controlled by a large unbundled network element platform ("UNE-P") based CLEC
reseller that had no appreciation of the need for cost study analysis and prevented DTG's
management from filing such information in the Commission's proceedings.
6 Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 56 (codified in scattered sections at 47 U.S.C.).
7 PrairieWave continues to extend its broadband networks pursuant to mandatory regu-
latory requirements under its existing cable franchise agreements. It has also expanded by
acquisitions. PrairieWave is, however, unable to justify the construction of advanced broad-
band networks in new rural markets. See infra note 108 and accompanying text.
8 The information disclosed in this article relates only to PrairieWave's operations. It
does not include similar information from its recent acquisition of Black Hills FiberCom,
because FiberCom (like most other small BSPs) has not been tracking the information in
enough detail to make comparative or additive analysis meaningful.
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II. THE FOUNDATION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPETITION
A. The Goals of Telecommunications Regulatory Policy
The stated goal of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 is to promote com-
petition in the telecommunications industry.9 This goal reflects the recognition
by Congress and the Commission that both consumer pricing and service inno-
vations are best improved over the long-term through the operations of the
market economy.'" This conclusion is supported by many notable economists
and policy analysts."
In order to meet this objective, the Commission established the following
goals to guide its rulemaking process:
Encourage market entry by competitive service providers.'2
9 Telecommunications Act of 1996, 110 Stat. at 56. The Commission has also stated,
"Our actions are consistent with prior Commission actions to foster competition and effi-
cient pricing in the market for interstate access services, and to create universal service
mechanisms that will be secure in an increasingly competitive environment." In re Access
Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to Rate-of-Return Regula-
tion, First Report and Order, 16 F.C.C.R. 19,613, 3 (Oct. 11,2001).
10 In re Access Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to Rate-
of-Return Regulation, supra note 9, I ("[Our actions] are designed to bring the American
public benefits of competition and choice by rationalizing the access rate structure and driv-
ing per-minute rates towards lower, more cost-based levels, while furthering universal ser-
vice goals."); see also id 24 ("[A] market-based approach which relies primarily on com-
petition to drive access charges down to cost-based levels generally would serve the public
interest better than prescribing rates.").
I1 ALFRED E. KAHN, THE ECONOMICS OF REGULATION: PRINCIPLES AND INSTITUTIONS
117 (MIT Press 1998) (1970) ("In view of the immense importance of technological pro-
gress for economic welfare it becomes especially important to see to it that cost-of-service
determinations are compatible with the optimum adoption of new technology."); 2 ALFRED
E. KAHN, THE ECONOMICS OF REGULATION: PRINCIPLES AND INSTITUTIONS 149 (MIT Press
1998) (1971) ("Above all, if this experience [technological innovation in telecommunica-
tions] demonstrates anything, it demonstrates the virtue of freedom of entry and competition
as a device for innovation-for encouraging the development of new and different services
and for assuring the optimal development and exploitation of new technology."); see also
RICHARD A. POSNER, NATURAL MONOPOLY AND ITS REGULATION 4, 19 (1999); STEPHEN
BREYER, REGULATION AND ITS REFORM 299 (1982); BRIDGER M. MITCHELL & INGO VOGEL-
SANG, TELECOMMUNCATIONS PRICING: THEORY AND PRACTICE 5 (1991); KEVIN G. WILSON,
DEREGULATING TELECOMMUNICATIONS: U.S. AND CANADIAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS 1840-
1997, at 43-44 (2001). Wilson presents the FCC's decisions in the satellite communications
dockets as another example: "The presence of competitive sources of supply of specialized
services, both among satellite system licensees and between satellite and terrestrial systems,
should encourage service and technical innovation and provide an impetus for efforts to
minimize costs and charges to the public." Id. at 133-34 (quoting In re Establishment of
Domestic Communications-Satellite Facilities by Non-Governmental Entities, Second Re-
port and Order, 35 F.C.C.2d 844, 8 (June 16, 1972)).
12 In re Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications
Act of 1996, First Report and Order, I 1 F.C.C.R. 15,499, 378 (Aug. 1, 1996) [hereinafter
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* Reduce the risks of market entry to new entrants. 3
* Eliminate regulatory arbitrage opportunities and incentives for ineffi-
cient levels of investment. 4
* Encourage innovation and introduce new technologies.
* Adopt and apply regulation in a technology and company neutral man-
ner.'
6
These goals are widely accepted throughout the industry, and PraireWave's
own investment and entry into numerous small community markets from 1997
through early 2001 provides excellent real world proof that market forces can
encourage competition and bring the benefits of competition to rural consum-
ers.' 7 Nevertheless, the unique prerequisites of telecommunications competi-
tion-that of mandatory interconnection between competing carriers and the
resulting access compensation issues-have been applied in a way that is fun-
damentally unfair to BSPs in general. These rules completely undercut the
Commission's competitive goals and advanced technology deployment objec-
tives in small and rural communities.
B. Mandatory Interconnection and the Ubiquitous Network Requirement
In its Local Competition Order, the Commission ordered that "the [Incum-
Local Competition Order]; see also CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 6, 33 (Apr. 26,
2001). The inherent efficiencies of competition as a regulatory goal in and of itself has a
long history in public utility regulation. See 2 KAHN, supra note 11, at 164-65 (citing N.
Natural Gas Co. v. Fed. Power Comm'n, 399 F.2d 953, 960-61 (D.C. Cir. 1968). "Under-
scoring the practice of public utility regulation was the premise that the goal of regulation
was essentially to mimic competitive conditions. In other words, one could say that the goal
of regulation should be to produce competitive results ...." WILSON, supra note 11, at 60-
61.
13 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 378.
14 "While we seek to promote competition among local-service providers, we also seek
to eliminate from our rules opportunities for arbitrage and incentives for inefficient market
entry." CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 3, 33, 122; see also Local Competition Or-
der, supra note 12, 672.
'5 See I KAHN, supra note 11, at 117; WILSON, supra note 11, at 43-44.
16 "We believe, as a general policy matter, that all telecommunications carriers that
compete with each other should be treated alike regardless of the technology used ...."
Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 993. "[T]he pricing for interconnection, unbun-
died elements, and transport and termination of traffic should not vary based on the identity
or classification of the interconnector." Id. 862; see also id. 861. "In order to achieve
pro-competitive, deregulatory markets for all telecommunications services, we must create a
new system of funding universal service that is specific, explicit, predictable, sufficient, and
competitively neutral." Id. 716 (emphasis added).
17 Black Hills FiberCom also began its broadband deployments in eleven markets in the
northern Black Hills region of South Dakota in 1998. Likewise, it has no current plans to
enter new markets, again due to unfavorable economics caused by inadequate network com-
pensation.
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bent Local Exchange Carriers ("ILECs")] must provide interconnection in ac-
cordance with § 251 (c)(2) and the Commission's rules thereunder to any tele-
communications carrier, including interexchange carriers and ... providers."'8
This Order extends to all telecommunications service providers including BSPs
operating in rural areas. 9 The Commission further ordered that interconnection
and network access "must be at least equal in quality to that provided by the
[ILEC] to itself or its affiliates, and must be provided on rates, terms, and con-
ditions that are just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory."20
Mandatory interconnection of all competitive service providers is necessary
to introduce and maintain a competitive telecommunications industry for three
reasons. First, it is socially desirable to connect as many users as possible to a
network that allows each user to communicate with others. This is the underly-
ing drive behind the industry's long-standing commitment to universal ser-
vice.2' Second, as a purely economic matter, any one company's network value
is exponentially increased if it is interconnected with all other networks. This
value applies to the individual service provider and to the users of the net-
works. Finally, and largely as a result of the foregoing reasons, the existing
lack of interconnection operates as a substantial barrier to entry for new com-
petitors. Gerald Brock, an expert economist in this area, writes as follows:
The first economic characteristic that distinguishes telecommunication from most indus-
tries is that the value of telephone service depends on the number of people that can be
reached through that particular service. A single telephone or a single fax machine uncon-
nected with other telephones or fax machines has no value. This characteristic is known as
the network externality and has been extensively studied in the economics literature. Be-
cause the value of access to a network increases with the number of people that can be
reached on that network, interconnection of two separate networks increases the value of
both. Interconnection rights can therefore be used as crucial part of competitive strategy.
There is also a social interest in interconnection issues because interconnection disputes
can reduce total efficiency and exclude new competitors.
22
18 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 26, 181, 213, 217.
19 Id. 26, 1045, 1412.
20 Id. 26,224,315,316.
21 See MITCHELL & VOGELSANG, supra note 11, at 224.
22 GERALD W. BROCK, TELECOMMUNICATION POLICY FOR THE INFORMATION AGE 61-62
(1994).
In a communications network, such as the telephone network, the value of the network
to all subscribers increases as the number of subscribers increases. A network that en-
ables a caller to reach millions of potential subscribers is infinitely more useful and,
therefore, valuable than one that reaches only ten subscribers.
WILSON, supra note 11, at 58.
A potential subscriber receives a benefit from joining the network that depends on both
the number of other users, most of whom are unknown initially, and the identity of
specific users who are already in the system. That is, a communications service is valu-
able in that it allows communication with a large number of people and because it al-
lows more frequent contact with a smaller number of close, friends. . . .A telephone
network benefits all those who subscribe by lowering the costs of communication
[Vol. 14
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Congress recognized the importance of ubiquitous communications net-
works in the preamble to the Communications Act of 1934 where it established
the Commission "[f]or the purpose of regulating interstate and foreign com-
merce in communication by wire and radio so as to make available, so far as
possible, to all the people of the United States a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide,
and world-wide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities
at reasonable charges ....23
The Commission has long acknowledged the need for local interconnection
in establishing competitive telecommunications services.24 It specifically rec-
ognized this value in the CLEC Access Order I:
In the Local Competition Order, the Commission found that a section 25 1 (a)(I) duty to in-
terconnect, directly or indirectly, is central to the Communications Act and achieves impor-
tant policy objectives ... we agree that universal connectivity is an important policy goal
that our rules should continue to promote. The public has come to value and expect the
ubiquity of the nation's telecommunications network. Accordingly, any solution to the cur-
rent problem that allows [interexchange carriers ("IXCs")] unilaterally and without restric-
tion to refuse to terminate calls or indiscriminately to pick and choose which traffic they
will deliver would result in substantial confusion for consumers, would fundamentally dis-
among its members.
WILLIAM W. SHARKEY, THE THEORY OF NATURAL MONOPOLY 187 (1982); AMY FRIED-
LANDER, CORP. FOR NAT'L RESEARCH INITIATIVES, NATURAL MONOPOLY AND UNIVERSAL
SERVICE 49-50, 80 (1995); 2 Kahn, supra note 11, at 236 n.184.
23 WILSON, supra note 1I, at 62. The growing importance of networks to our overall
economic development is a well-documented phenomenon.
In the twentieth-century economy, technological and organizational innovations play
the crucial role that abundant resources did in the nineteenth. Growth is less dependent
on increased inputs (of labor, for instance) than it is on our ability to make more effi-
cient use of a given set of resources, capital, and labor. We now achieve growth pri-
marily through gains in productivity that stem from organizational and technological
advances. The well-being of our business system turns, increasingly, on the ability of
our firms to translate new scientific and engineering concepts into marketable products
or services and practical techniques of production and distribution.
NEIL H. WASSERMAN, FROM INVENTION TO INNOVATION: LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
TRANSMISSION AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY xiii (1985). Telecommunications technologies
have, of course, been one of the key enablers of this process.
24 "In the Specialized Common Carrier decision the FCC anticipated the need for local
connections. It expected the established carriers to provide these circuits upon request and
on reasonable terms." WILSON, supra note 11, at 127. And, again, in the satellite communi-
cations area: "The competitive satellite operators were dependent on AT&T for local distri-
bution, and as a result, subject to the same kinds of delays and interconnection problems that
had plagued the microwave specialized common carriers." Id. at 135. The courts have simi-
larly recognized this requirement:
"[O]ur emphasis on tariffs and rate making as the exclusive means for future limita-
tions on the specialized carriers' development clearly contemplated that the carriers
would be free to expand their service offerings-and would be afforded the necessary
interconnections-until and unless it was found that the public interest demanded oth-
erwise ...."
Id. at 129 (quoting MCI Telecomms. Corp. v. FCC, 580 F.2d 590 (D.C. Cir. 1978) (empha-
sis added)).
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rupt the workings of the public switched telephone network, and would harm universal ser-
vice.
25
The value created by network economies in telecommunications is so pow-
erful that it has frequently been used as a barrier to entry and the anticompeti-
tive weapon of choice for the incumbent Bell companies.26 In fact, the threat of
prohibiting interconnection between competitive and even noncompetitive
telephone companies triggered the regulation of the industry in the late 1880s.27
It continued as a key issue in court challenges to AT&T's refusal to provide
necessary network interconnection. 8
Mandatory interconnection is an obvious example of Congress and the
Commission acting to meet the first two goals for establishing competition in
the telecommunications industry: to encourage competitive entry and remove
obstacles to such entry. However, mandatory interconnection brings with it an
associated problem-the proper way to compensate companies for the taking
of their networks for use by others.29
C. The Constitutional Network Access Rate Requirement: Just and Reasonable
Compensation
It is critical to keep in perspective that the network access rate issue is a
regulatory artificiality caused by direct interference with normal market
mechanisms, in this case by imposing mandatory network interconnection.3"
25 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 92, 93; see also id. 24; CLEC Access Order
I, supra note 1, 61.
26 FRIEDLANDER, supra note 22, at 2, 61, 68-71, 74-75; see also discussion supra Part
I1.B; discussion infra Part 111.0; PETER HUBER, LAW AND DISORDER IN CYBERSPACE 25
(1994) (providing an excellent summary of the use of interconnection barriers as an unfair
business practice, which led to antitrust actions and-in the end-to the promulgation of the
interconnection rules in the Act); BROCK, supra note 22, at 62, 65, 74, 245-46.
27 WILSON, supra note 11, at 16-18, 20, 53, 71.
Until 1913, for example, AT&T refused to interconnect in any way with the numerous
independent local telephone companies that had sprung into existence on expiration of
the Bell patent; in that year, however, following on the threat of an antitrust suit, it
agreed thenceforth to connect its system for toll service purposes with the lines of in-
dependent companies whose equipment satisfied its quality specifications.
2 KAHN, supra note 11, at 140.
28 WILSON, supra note 11, at 138; see also JOHN R. MCNAMARA, THE ECONOMICS OF
INNOVATION IN THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY 32-33, 35 (1991) (discussing the early
MCI interconnection dispute). McNamara notes that the abuse of network interconnection
was one of the key "bottlenecks" used by AT&T to suppress competition. Id. at 41.
29 "A dominant theme in telecommunication policy is defining the rights and responsi-
bilities for the interconnection of networks and the appropriate payments for interconnection
under a wide variety of different conditions." BROCK, supra note 22, at 62.
30 BREYER, supra note 11, at 25 ("[Regulatory] intervention itself is not costless. More-
over, intervention-or rearrangement of rights and liabilities-changes the distribution of
wealth and income."). This is exactly what occurred with the decision to impose mandatory
[Vol. 14
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While interconnection is both necessary and desirable in order to create oppor-
tunities for competitive market entry, the reasons for making interconnection
mandatory means that market forces are unable to operate in this area. The
very rights that are created by mandatory interconnection-mutual network
access-stem from an economic taking, the value of which varies based on
each participant's actual costs (which, as is discussed in detail later, vary due
to specific market characteristics including demographic density, topography,
and system technologies).3 The proper solution must therefore consider these
factors and must recognize that no natural market exists to provide the solu-
tion. If it were otherwise, mandatory interconnection would not be necessary.
In creating the groundwork for an effective competitive market in retail con-
sumer services, the Commission has simultaneously created a problem that
cannot be solved by the private sector. As a result, there is a need for continued
regulation in this particular area.32
For these reasons, the Communications Act of 1934 ("1934 Act") has long
mandated that telecommunications companies are entitled to "just and reason-
able" compensation for interconnection.3 This requirement was also expressly
interconnection.
31 While Congress did not explicitly define "just and reasonable" in the Communica-
tions Act, this report demonstrates that Congress clearly intended the Commission to
ensure that charges for telecommunications services are based directly on their costs.
This conclusion is supported by an unbroken line of FCC decisions which have consis-
tently held that the "just and reasonable" standard requires cost-based regulation.
BROCK, supra note 22, at 276; Solveig Singleton, Mandatory Interconnection: The Leap of
Faith, in CATO INST., REGULATORS' REVENGE 72 (Tom W. Bell & Solveig Singleton eds.,
1998) ("[T]here are two familiar objections to our current interconnection regime. The first
is that the FCC picked the wrong pricing model, thus stunting the future growth of net-
works. The second, related problem is that the rules violate the takings clause of the Consti-
tution.").
But the regulatory commission soon finds, in framing its policies, that it cannot take the
health on the supply side of the market for granted. For one thing, it has to reckon with
legislative injunctions on it to be fair to investors, and with judicial warnings that it
cannot, consistent with the Fourteenth Amendment (and corresponding injunctions in
state constitutions), deprive [companies] of a fair return on the fair value of their in-
vestment.
2 KAH-N, supra note 11, at 12; see also discussion infra Part II.F.
32 Even Richard Posner, one of the foremost critics of telecommunications regulation,
recognizes that "[t]he resources and energies of government should be directed to problems
that we know are substantial, that we think are tractable to government action, and that can-
not be left to the private sector to work out." POSNER, supra note 11, at 109 (emphasis
added). Posner also predicted the possibility that the deregulation process itself could result
in unintended consequences: "Regulatory efforts to eliminate monopoly profits may, there-
fore, if effective, often create fresh distortions in resource allocation." Id. at 69. This is what
is presently occurring in the rural community BSP markets. See infra Part 111.0.
33 47 U.S.C. § 201(b) (2000); see also In re Access Charge Reform, PrairieWave Peti-
tion for Waiver Reply Comments, CC Docket No. 96-262, 4 n. 11 (Jan. 7, 2005) (accessible
via FCC Electronic Comment Filing System) [hereinafter Prairie Wave Petition for Waiver
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embodied in the 1934 Act and repeatedly stressed by the Commission as it
considered the expanded interconnection obligations of all carriers under the
1934 Act.
34
At the heart of this statutory and regulatory requirement lies the Takings
Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which provides that
"private property [shall not] be taken for public use, without just compensa-
tion." Both the U.S. Supreme Court and the FCC recognize that this prohibi-
tion applies to regulatory requirements imposed on telecommunications com-
panies, particularly in the area of mandatory network interconnection.35 In the
end, regulation, not any particular regulatory framework or policy analysis,
determines whether this standard is violated.36
When framed in this light, the problem facing the Commission is how to
provide for "just and reasonable" network access rates for BSPs. Here, the
Commission has examined three possible solutions: (1) the use of incumbent
proxy rates; (2) the use of bilateral negotiated rate agreements; and (3) cost-
based regulatory rulemaking, each of which is discussed in detail below. While
the Commission properly adopted the rulemaking alternative in its Local Com-
petition Order, it erroneously rejected it as applied to CMRS operators and in
Reply Comments].
34 See Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 1023 ("Sections 251, 252, 332 and
201 are designed to achieve the common goal of establishing interconnection and ensuring
interconnection on terms and conditions that are just, reasonable, and fair."); see also id.
26 ("[I]nterconnection must be at least equal in quality to that provided by the incumbent
LEC to itself or its affiliates, and must be provided on rates, terms, and conditions that are
just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory." (emphasis added)); see id 104 ("[S]ections
251(c)(2), (c)(3), and (c)(6) establish the Commission's legal authority under section 25 1(d)
to adopt pricing rules to ensure that the rates, terms, and conditions for interconnection ...
are just reasonable, and nondiscriminatory." (emphasis added)); see also id 115, 213,
217.
35 The Supreme Court has recognized that public utilities owned and operated by pri-
vate investors, even though their assets are employed in the public interest to provide
consumers with service, may assert their rights under the Takings Clause of the Fifth
Amendment. In applying the Takings Clause to rate-setting for public utilities, the
Court has stated that "[t]he guiding principle has been that the Constitution protects
utilities from being limited to a charge for their property serving the public which is so
'unjust' as to be confiscatory."
Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 733 (alteration in original) (quoting Duquesne
Light Co. v. Barasch, 488 U.S. 299 (1989)). "The Supreme Court has held that the determi-
nation of whether a rate is confiscatory depends on whether that rate is just and reasonable.
." Id. T 734.
36 See Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 734, 737 ("Under the statutory stan-
dard of 'just and reasonable' it is the result reached not the method employed that is control-
ling. It is not the theory but the impact of the rate order which counts. If the total effect of
the rate order cannot be said to be unjust and unreasonable, judicial inquiry under the Act is
at an end .... Hope Natural Gas requires ... that the end result of our overall regulatory
framework provides LECs a reasonable opportunity to recover a return on their investment."
(quoting Fed. Power Comm'n v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591, 602 (1944))).
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the later CLEC Access Orders. As a result, current regulation requires manda-
tory access to BSP networks, but establishes access rates that are both unjust
and unreasonable.37 Further, this regulation-as applied to BSPs-amounts to
an unconstitutional taking in violation of the Fifth Amendment's Takings
Clause.
Ill. CURRENT BSP ACCESS REGULATION RESULTS IN UNFAIR BSP
NETWORK ACCESS RATES
A. The CLEC Access Orders Are Inherently Flawed as Applied to Rural BSPs
The CLEC Access Orders represent a confusing chapter in the history of
telecommunications interconnection access compensation.38 Based on very
little factual evidence and using flawed economic analysis, these Orders im-
posed incumbent benchmark rates on rural BSPs in spite of myriad differences
that make this clearly erroneous. The CLEC Access Orders are based on four
premises, none of which are persuasive in the BSP rural market setting. These
premises include: (1) metropolitan CLEC reseller abuses of the filed rate doc-
trine require abandonment of company-specific access rates; (2) incumbent
access rates are set by market forces and should be established as benchmark
proxy rates; (3) the regulatory burden of company-specific access rates is too
high; and (4) administrative simplicity requires the use of benchmark rates in-
stead of company-specific rates. Each of these reasons is analyzed in detail
below. When juxtaposing the analytical flaws of these premises with the very
37 The critical test of this conclusion is whether current access rate regulations provide
for adequate returns to capital. See Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 735 (citing
Hope Natural Gas, 320 U.S. at 603) ("[l]n determining whether a rate is reasonable, the
regulatory body must balance the interests of both the investor and the consumer. 'From the
investor or company point of view it is important that there be enough revenue not only for
operating expenses but also for the capital costs of the business .... [T]he return on the
equity owner should be commensurate with returns on investments in other enterprises hav-
ing corresponding risks."'). This standard is widely recognized in the economics literature.
See, e.g., 1 KAHN, supra note 11, at 37 (citing Smith v. Ames, 169 U.S. 466, 547 (1898))
("What the company is entitled to as is a fair return upon the value of that which it employs
for the public convenience."); see also id. at 40 ("As long as regulation treats investors suf-
ficiently well, by the acid test of the competitive capital-market place, to enable the regu-
lated companies to raise whatever funds they need to provide acceptable service, the Court
seemed to say, it would pose no additional tests or obstacles."). This "acid test" is failing
miserably in small rural markets, as PrairieWave has been unable to raise additional capital
for new market entry since the Commission's 2001 CLEC Access Order. See infra note 108
and accompanying text.
38 See infra Part III.F (detailing a comprehensive analysis of the rationale behind the
CLEC Access Orders and the problems that they create for rural telecommunications com-
petitors).
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real problems the Orders are causing in BSP markets, the conclusion is obvi-
ous-current BSP access rate regulation is inherently flawed.
B. The CLEC Access Orders Responded to Metropolitan Area CLEC Reseller
Abuses of the Filed Tariff Doctrine, Not to Problems with Rural Market BSP
Cost-Based Access Rates
In the CLEC Access Order I, the Commission noted its success in using tar-
iffs based on forward-looking economic cost models for rural ILECs.39 Never-
theless, CLEC Access Order I declined to use the forward-looking economic
cost study approach so successfully employed in the ILEC arena and instead
decided to use incumbent access rates as surrogate benchmarks for CLEC ac-
cess rates.4" CLEC Access Order I ignored precedent and the FCC concluded
that "we lack an established framework for translating CLEC costs into access
rates .. ,," In fact, the Commission did have the exact framework necessary
to translate BSP access costs into appropriate and fair rates-the forward-
looking economic access cost model. 2 What the FCC did lack was cooperation
from CLEC resellers participating in the proceeding in providing the data nec-
essary to make the forward-looking economic cost data available for the
Commission's review.43 These facts pose the question: Why did the Commis-
sion act without the relevant data?
First, CLEC Access Order I expresses concern that some CLECs were using
the filed tariff doctrine to impose access rates on IXCs that improperly shifted
39 Incumbent LECs ... are closely regulated in their ratemaking to ensure that their
interstate access charges are just and reasonable. In recent years, the Commission has
repeatedly examined access rates, attempting to make them more economically ra-
tional. Some of the overarching goals the Commission has pursued in this effort in-
clude the promotion of competition, aligning access rate structures more closely with
the manner in which costs are incurred, the removal of subsidies from access rates and
deregulation as competition develops. The result of the Commission's efforts has been
a steady reduction in access charges and in long distance rates which, in turn, has dra-
matically increased consumer usage of long distance service .... Historically, ILEC
access charges have been the product of an extensive regulatory process by which an
incumbent's costs are subject to detailed accounting requirements, divided into regu-
lated and non-regulated portions, and separated between the interstate and intrastate ju-
risdictions. Once the regulated, interstate portion of an ILEC's costs is identified, our
access charge rules specify in detail the rate structure under which an incumbent may
recover those costs. This process has yielded presumptively just and reasonable access
rates for ILECs.
CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 8, 41.
40 Id. 4.
41 Id. 46.
42 See infra Part V and accompanying notes.
43 See infra notes 95, 221 and accompanying text; see also supra note 5.
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costs toward access revenue recovery." Second, as a direct result, the Commis-
sion was seeing a rapidly growing problem with CLEC tariffs and access
rates.45 Those proceedings also indicated a large problem with these rates given
that CLECs were largely unregulated at that time. 46 As a result, the Commis-
sion was the recipient of great pressure to address the issue.
47
The situation that caused the FCC to act in CLEC Access Order I needed to
be addressed. The Commission was correct to conclude under these circum-
stances that "we are ... reluctant to permit CLECs to continue to tariff the ac-
44 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 22 ("[T]here can be little question that CLECs
are adding dramatically to the overall level of access charges that IXCs are paying. We are
concerned that the higher CLEC rates may shift an inappropriate share of the carriers' costs
onto the IXCs and, through them, the long distance market in general."). Ironically, while
the arbitrary behavior of CLECs in large markets at the time of the Order in large part
caused the Commission to act, the exact opposite is actually occurring in BSP markets as a
direct result of the CLEC Access Orders. Access rates are forced substantially below actual
costs. As discussed in more detail below, the only way to stop such wavering based on dis-
parate circumstances is to set access rates based on company-specific forward-looking eco-
nomic costs whether accomplished by general rule making or through the waiver process.
45 Although the access charge debate previously has focused primarily on dominant
carriers, as CLEC market share has increased, a correspondingly greater interest in the
rates of competitive carriers has developed. As a result, CLEC access charges recently
have been the subject of several Commission proceedings and the filings of several
parties.
Id. 9.
46 Id. 11, 15-17, 20.
47 Reacting to what they perceive as excessive rate levels, the major IXCs have be-
gun to try to force CLECs to reduce their rates. The IXCs' primary means of exerting
pressure on CLEC access rates has been to refuse payment for the CLEC access ser-
vices .... We see these developments as problematic for a variety of reasons. We are
concerned that the IXCs appear routinely to be flouting their obligations under the tar-
iff system. Additionally, the IXCs' attempt to bring pressure to bear on CLECs has re-
sulted in litigation both before the Commission and in the courts. And finally, the un-
certainty of litigation has created substantial financial uncertainty for parties on both
sides of the dispute. This uncertainty, in turn, poses a significant threat to the continued
development of local-service competition, and it may dampen CLEC innovation and
the development of new product offerings .... Additionally, IXCs have threatened to
stop delivering traffic to, or accepting it from, certain CLECs that they view as over-
priced .... These practices threaten to compromise the ubiquity and seamlessness of
the nation's telecommunications network and could result in consumer confusion.
Once one or more IXCs refuse to do business with a CLEC, it will become impossible
for that CLEC's end users to reach, or receive calls from, some parties outside of the
local calling area. If such refusals to exchange traffic were to become a routine bargain-
ing tool, callers might never be assured that their calls would go through. We are par-
ticularly concerned with preventing such a degradation of the country's telecommuni-
cations network. It is not difficult to foresee instances in which the failure of a call to
go through would represent a serious problem, and, in certain circumstances, it could
be life-threatening. Accordingly, the public interest demands a resolution to this set of
problems.
Id. 9 23-24. This is further indicia of the ubiquitous nature of telecommunication networks
and the value of mandatory interconnection.
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cess rates they charge IXCs at the level they seefit, without any guidelines to
ensure their reasonableness."48 Nevertheless, nothing in these reasons justify
abandoning company-specific cost analysis in favor of incumbent benchmark
rates. In fact, the application of company-specific cost analysis would have
been exactly the right response, since the application of forward-looking eco-
nomic cost prevents the very abuse of arbitrary cost allocations that caused
these disputes.49
The FCC caused this problem by allowing CLECs to set their network ac-
cess rates without any regulatory oversight.5" Even CLEC Access Order I rec-
ognized the value of a properly determined access tariff filing: "[W]e recog-
nize the attraction of a tariffed regime because it permits CLECs to file the
terms on which they will provide service and to know that, absent some con-
trary, negotiated agreement, any IXC that receives access service is bound to
pay the tariffed rates."'" The issue, of course, is how to properly determine
those rates. The application of a tariff based on forward-looking economic ac-
cess costs is the best way to proceed, if only on a case-by-case basis, and cer-
tainly in rural BSP markets. CLEC Access Order I, unfortunately, takes a very
different approach.
C. The Impossibility of Market-Based Network Access Rates in Rural BSP
Communities
The first and major reason relied upon in the Order to support the imposition
of incumbent benchmark access rate caps is the assumption that the application
of incumbent rates is appropriate since these rates represent market rates estab-
lished in a competitive environment.
[11n setting the level of our benchmark, we seek, to the extent possible, to mimic the ac-
tions of a competitive marketplace, in which new entrants typically price their product at or
below the level of the incumbent provider. We conclude that the benchmark rate, above
which a CLEC may not tariff, should eventually be equivalent to the switched access rate
of the incumbent provider operating in the CLEC's service area.
52
There is a major problem with this approach: there is no competitive access
market between incumbents and BSPs which results in market-determined ac-
cess rates. Rather, incumbent rates are set through cost-based regulation using
cost averaging processes that are wholly inappropriate when applied to BSP
markets.53
48 Id. 37 (emphasis added).
49 See discussion infra Part V.
50 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 1 37.
51 Id. 42.
52 Id 45.
53 CLEC Access Order II also addresses this issue, but instead of providing further
analysis, it merely repeats the assertion in CLEC Access Order I that this is appropriate
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D. The Nonexistent Competitive Network Access Market
The network access market is not competitive. In fact, as a practical matter,
there is no functioning network access "market" at all, especially in BSP com-
munities. There is not one single competitive access provider that now oper-
ates, or has operated, in any of PrairieWave's small community markets. In-
deed, none of the 349 competitive local access providers cited in the CLEC
Access Order I" continue in business today solely as access providers. Rather,
they have either been absorbed into service companies or have diversified to
become service companies. The reason is two-fold: (1) the CLEC Access Or-
ders have created an economic environment in which the access rate caps are
far below actual costs, effectively preempting market entry on an access-only
basis; and (2) there is no practical way for a true access market to develop, let
alone generate effective access rate price signals.55
since it would "mimic the actions of a competitive marketplace, in which new entrants typi-
cally price their product at or below the level of the incumbent provider." CLEC Access
Order 1I, supra note 1, 45. What the Access Charge Reform Order overlooks in rural areas
is that prices are set with respect to incumbent prices only for actual retail customers where
the two compete, and that no effective competition exists between BSPs and incumbents
with respect to network access and the related rates, as is discussed in detail below.
54 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 116.
55 The Commission considered this last point in great detail.
CLEC use of this [tariff filing] strategy raises questions about the extent to which
CLECs truly are subject to competition in their provision of access service. The Com-
mission has previously noted the unique difficulties presented by the case of terminat-
ing access, where the called party is the one that chooses the access provider, but it nei-
ther pays for terminating access service, nor does it pay for, or choose to place, the call.
It further complicates the case of terminating access that an IXC may have no prior re-
lationship with a CLEC, but may incur access charges simply for delivering a call to
the access provider's customer. In these circumstances, providers of terminating access
may be particularly insulated from the effects of competition in the market for access
services. The party that actually chooses the terminating access provider does not also
pay the provider's access charges and therefore has no incentive to select a provider
with low rates .... On further consideration, it appears that the CLECs' ability to im-
pose excessive access charges is attributable to two separate factors. First, although the
end user chooses her access provider, she does not pay that provider's access charges.
Rather, the access charges are paid by the caller's IXC, which has little practical means
of affecting the caller's choice of access provider (and even less opportunity to affect
the called party's choice of provider) and thus cannot easily avoid the expensive ones.
Second, the Commission has interpreted section 254(g) to require IXCs geographically
to average their rates and thereby to spread the cost of both originating and terminating
access over all their end users. Consequently, IXCs have little or no ability to create in-
centives for their customers to choose CLECs with low access charges. Since the IXCs
are effectively unable either to pass through access charges to their end users or to cre-
ate other incentives for end users to choose LECs with low access rates, the party caus-
ing the costs-the end user that chooses the high-priced LEC-has no incentive to
minimize costs. Accordingly, CLECs can impose high access rates without creating the
incentive for the end user to shop for a lower-priced access provider .... We now ac-
knowledge that the market for access services does not appear to be structured in a
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There is a powerful economic explanation for this. The value of the ubiqui-
tous network does not "play a part in the individual user's decision to sub-
scribe, or more importantly not to subscribe to the service." 6 Put another way,
the inability of individual subscribers to recognize the value of a ubiquitous
network leads to what economists term the "free-rider" problem. In the context
of network access, it simply means that retail subscribers will not create the
proper demand and pricing signals to establish a competitive market price for
network access. 7
E. Incumbent Market Definition Differs from BSP Markets Resulting in
Below-Cost Rates
One of the major problems with applying incumbent access rates to BSPs is
that the incumbent rates are not defined using the same market area. The sizes
and locations of the "markets" used to establish incumbent access rates (known
as "Study Areas") are not congruent. In fact, there is a major disparity between
the markets in which the BSPs operate and the markets used to set ILEC rates.
The Commission itself has recognized that adopting incumbent prices as a
proxy for other carriers is only appropriate where geographic market areas are
largely identical. 8
Incumbents, especially the regional bell operating company ("RBOC") in-
cumbents that most BSPs compete against enjoy an unfair advantage due to
their size and their ability to spread their network costs over a larger subscriber
base in denser, less expensive markets. This means that using incumbent ac-
cess rates as benchmark rates for BSPs is an unreasonable and analytically
manner that allows competition to discipline rates.
Id. 28, 31, 32 (footnotes omitted); see also id. 29. Network access is an "intermediate
service," and is not readily transparent to the retail subscriber. Moreover, the fact that each
telephone line can have only one provider makes that provider the de facto monopolist with
respect to access to that line. See 2 KAHN, supra note 11, at 125 n.25.
56 WILSON, supra note 11, at 58-59.
57 See SHARKEY, supra note 22, at 46 ("[A]n individual may understate his or her value
of the good and enjoy consumption without paying the proper price, or in extreme cases,
without paying anything at all. This phenomenon [is] known as the "free-rider" problem ...
."). As argued below, this is exactly what is occurring in the access markets of Prai-
rieWave's small communities as the use of incumbent access rate caps results in Prai-
rieWave's competitors enjoying a subsidized "free ride" over PrairieWave's network. See
infra Parts llI.M, lII.P and accompanying notes.
58 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 1085 ("[W]e conclude that it is reasonable
to adopt the incumbent LEC's transport and termination prices as a presumptive proxy for
other telecommunications carriers' additional costs of transport and termination. Both the
incumbent LEC and the interconnecting carriers usually will be providing service in the
same geographic area, so the forward-looking economic costs should be similar in most
cases."). The problems of geographic rate averaging in mismatched market areas is dis-
cussed in more detail below.
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flawed comparison."
These differences require the Commission to return to its consideration of
company-specific, forward-looking economic access costs in setting BSP rates
and demonstrate the inapplicability of large incumbent access rates as proxy
rate caps. This is exactly what the Commission decided in the ILEC Access
Order.6"
59 PrairieWave has prepared a [Federal Law of Economic Competition ("FLEC")]
study for the Commission to review and to provide the economic basis for its proposed
access charges. The study demonstrates that the cost-based, per-minute switching rate
for the interstate jurisdiction to be $0.014942 and for transport $0.035937, for a com-
posite per minute rate of $0.050879 .... The composite rate for the incumbent Qwest
for all elements is $0.0066, which is the rate PrairieWave is obliged to charge effective
June 20, 2004 pursuant to CLEC Order I and as codified in 47 C.F.R. § 61.26(c). The
difference in the cost-based pricing, whether demonstrated by the FLEC study or the
NECA tariff, and the arbitrarily selected incumbent benchmark, is staggering.
Prairie Wave Petition for Waiver, supra note 4, 1 6.
Limiting CLECs to the higher of the benchmark rate or the access rate of its ILEC
competitor could prove rather harsh for some of the small number of CLECs that oper-
ate in rural areas. The difficulty would likely arise for those CLECs that operate in a
rural area served by a price-cap incumbent with state-wide operations. Our rules re-
quire such ILECs to geographically average their access rates. This regulatory require-
ment causes these "non-rural ILECs" effectively to use their low-cost, urban and sub-
urban operations to subsidize their higher cost, rural operations, with the effect that
their state-wide averaged access rates recover only a portion of the ILEC's regulated
costs for providing access service to the rural portions of its study area. During the
course of this proceeding, we became concerned that tying the access rates of rural
CLECs to those of such non-rural ILECs could unfairly disadvantage CLECs that
lacked urban operations with which they could similarly subsidize their service to rural
areas.
CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 64.
[R]ural carriers are significantly different from non-rural carriers, and that individual
rural carriers vary widely from each other. Rural carriers generally serve more sparsely
populated areas and fewer large, high-volume subscribers than non-rural carriers. The
isolation of rural carrier service areas creates numerous operational challenges, includ-
ing high loop costs, high transportation costs for personnel, equipment, and supplies,
and the need to invest more resources to protect network reliability. In addition, rural
carriers generally have fewer customers per switch, higher total investment in plant per
loop, and higher plant specific expenses per loop than non-rural carriers, all of which
may vary dramatically depending on how many lines they serve.
In re Access Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to Rate-of-
Return Regulation, supra note 9, 28; see also CLEC Access Order II, supra note 1, 30
("[R]ural competitive LECs experience higher costs, particularly loop costs, and may lack
the lower cost urban operations that non-rural incumbent LECs use to subsidize rural opera-
tions."). This is exactly the problem faced by PrarieWave.
60 The Commission also has considered proposals for adoption of a target rate for the
per-minute access charges of rate-of-return carriers, either on an optional or a manda-
tory basis. The Commission rejects these proposals and concludes that none of these
proposals is supported by cost data and that the non-prescriptive, market-based ap-
proach to access charge reform adopted in the Order is more consistent with the com-
petitive and universal service goals of the 1996 Act. The comments filed in this pro-
ceeding indicate a wide variation in cost patterns, density, and other operational charac-
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Here, the direct comparison between small rate-of-return ILECs and BSPs
comes into focus. The use of incumbent access rates to set rate caps might be
appropriate when the CLEC in question is operating in a large metropolitan
area with a comparable cost basis on a resale basis or using the incumbent's
underlying network elements. In this situation, the use of incumbent rates is
likely the best "market-based" surrogate, a conclusion that the Commission
actually adopted in the CLEC Access Order 1.61 But extending that analysis to
true facilities-based BSPs operating in small, high-cost communities is inher-
ently unfair. Moreover, this comparison is erroneous because there is no com-
petitive access market between incumbents and BSPs. Instead, the comparison
makes rate competition a myth and exposes a fatal flaw in the Order's conclu-
sion that incumbent access rates are somehow market rates, at least for BSP
markets.62
F. Average Costing Is Not Appropriate for Market-Specific BSP Access Rates
It is worthwhile to pause and consider the additional problems of using av-
erage costing to set rates. The Commission has also thoroughly investigated
this area.
"[G]eographic averaging is simple to administer and prevents unreasonable
or unlawful rate differences but, where averaging covers high and low cost
areas, it could distort competitors' decisions whether to . . . build their own
facilities."63 The Commission decided that simplification of rate determination
via cost averaging is not in itself justified or appropriate. The Commission
concurred "with most parties that deaveraged rates more closely reflect the
actual costs of providing interconnection .... Thus, [it] conclude[d] that rates
for interconnection ... must be geographically deaveraged." Furthermore, the
Commission noted that "cost-based rates should be implemented on a geo-
teristics among rate-of-return carriers. The access charge reform approach adopted in
this Order accommodates this diversity by reallocating costs and removing implicit
support to create more efficient rate structures, while allowing carriers to establish rates
based on their own costs.
In re Access Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to Rate-of-
Return Regulation, supra note 9, 324.
61 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 45 ("[I]n setting the level of our benchmark,
we seek, to the extent possible, to mimic the actions of a competitive marketplace, in which
new entrants typically price their product at or below the level of the incumbent provider.
We conclude that the benchmark rate, above which a CLEC may not tariff, should eventu-
ally be equivalent to the switched access rate of the incumbent provider operating in the
CLEC's service area.").
62 See discussion supra Part III.D.
63 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 758.
- Id. 764.
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graphically deaveraged basis."65 That these conclusions were later abandoned
in the CLEC Access Orders raises a serious question of regulatory error.
The Commission acknowledged this same issue in analyzing CLEC network
access rates. "[It] acknowledged that CLEC access rates may, in fact, be higher
due to the CLECs' high startup costs for building new networks, their small
geographical service areas, and the limited number of subscribers over which
CLECs can distribute costs."66 With regard to the small rate-of-return ILECs,
the Commission even quantified the problem of operating in largely rural ar-
eas: "[The] forward-looking economic cost model shows that the cost of pro-
viding a local loop in a rural area may be approximately one hundred times
greater than the cost in an urban area." 67
As discussed in greater detail below, these types of cost variances have re-
sulted in rates that are far below actual forward-looking economic costs in BSP
markets leading to significant market distortions and stalling the continued
deployment of advanced broadband networks in rural America. 8
The Commission also specifically weighed the impact of geographic cost
and rate differences against the nondiscrimination standards of the Act and
found them to be perfectly in compliance. The Commission concluded that
"[w]here costs differ, rate differences that accurately reflect those differences
are not discriminatory."69 This was reaffirmed in CLEC Access Order I:
"[T]his Commission has twice ruled, in essence, that a CLEC's rate is not per
65 Id. 797.
66 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 18. Industry commentators have also recog-
nized that costs can legitimately vary from market to market; see POSNER, supra note 11, at
32.
67 In re Access Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to Rate-
of-Return Regulation, supra note 9, 45.
68 Kahn views average cost pricing in the telecommunications industry as nothing more
than outright cross-subsidization: "[S]ystem-wide average cost pricing by the carriers in-
volves internal subsidization ...." 2 KAHN, supra note 11, at 230. Posner is also highly
critical of the distortions caused by improper cost averaging.
[T]here is a good deal of evidence that grossly inefficient pricing is widespread in the
regulated industries. For example, a striking characteristic of the rate structures of regu-
lated companies is the frequency with which the costs of providing different services or
of providing the same service in different areas are averaged together and a single rate
charged that appreciably exceeds the cost of serving some customers and is far below
that of serving others. The charge for a long-distance telephone call of a given distance
and duration is the same everywhere in the continental United States even though it is
plain that differences of terrain and density make costs on different routes vary widely
(often, I am informed by industry sources, by as much as 10 to 1).
POSNER, supra note 11, at 70-71. His concern is as much about the misallocation of re-
sources caused by such internal subsidies as about the impact on competition. Id. at 73, 75
("[lI]nternal subsidies promote misallocation of resources .... [It] is one seeming example
of the perverse effects of regulation on pricing efficiency ....
69 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 860.
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se unreasonable merely because it exceeds the ILEC rate."7 The underlying
reason for this is the variance in the incumbent and CLEC network cost basis.
The abandonment of this reality-based view of actual rural telecommunications
operations in later portions of the Order makes it internally contradictory and
has led to the market distortions discussed below.
The Commission has also recognized that using deaveraged costs as the
foundation for local service and access charges would be the best mechanism
to encourage fair competition:
[Tihe Commission granted price cap carriers flexibility to deaverage [Subscriber Line
Charge ("SLC")] rates under certain conditions, concluding that such flexibility would
"enhance the efficiency of the local telephone market by allowing prices to be tailored
more easily and accurately to reflect costs and, therefore promotes [sic] competition in both
urban and rural areas.'
The Commission's conclusions are well-founded. Costs are what they are.
Actual costs have a stubborn truth to them, and reality does not disappear sim-
ply because we wish to streamline or simplify regulatory policies. One part of
that reality is that costs vary by geographic region, topography, technologies
employed, and population densities. Thus the Commission noted, "[M]any
more parties oppose the use of such nationally-averaged cost data. These par-
ties argue that nationally-averaged data ignore geographically divergent factors
and the interests of small or rural [Local Exchange Carriers ("LECs")] do not
account for variance of cost between incumbent LECs, and do not reflect the
true cost of the service. '72 Economists have also recognized this disparity of
costs, especially in the rural BSP setting,73 as well as the severe market distor-
tions that follow when actual costs are not used as a basis for rates, pricing, and
70 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 37.
71 In re Access Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to Rate-
of-Return Regulation, supra note 9, 37.
72 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 778.
73 WILSON, supra note 11, at 59 ("[T]he costs of operating a local exchange in an urban
area are less than those associated with operating a comparable service in a rural area where
distances between the central office and users are greater and numbers of subscribers are
fewer."); HUBER, supra note 26, at 137, 140 ("The cost of wire networks increases as popu-
lation density decreases; rural customers cost more to serve than urban ones .... Price aver-
aging cannot coexist with competition, at least not when it costs much more to serve some
customers than others."); MITCHELL & VOGELSANG, supra note 11, at 24 ("Potential compe-
tition and fairness considerations may therefore call for tariffs being squarely based on
cost."); see I KAHN, supra note 11, at 164 (supporting the use of company-specific costs:
"The marginal costs against which competitive rates should be judged are the costs of the
company quoting or proposing to quote those rates, not the costs of their competitors.").
Moreover, the average RBOC costs and rates relied upon by the Commission exclude the
very small communities that we are addressing here. See MCNAMARA, supra note 28, at 90
("[Riate uniformity in other than interstate long distance rates may be a mirage rather than a
reality, and AT&T is not heavily involved in serving truly low-density rural locations today
and never was.") In other words, the same cost averages used by the Commission in its
CLEC rate determinations ignored the costs of serving the small rural markets.
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investment decisions. 4 Based on these decisions and the sound underlying
economic analysis, PrairieWave and other BSPs proceeded with their small
community developments on the reasonable assumption that their access rates
would be set based upon actual market costs, not artificially low incumbent
rate caps. As a result, these entities stopped committing to new market entry in
2001 after CLEC Access Order I was issued. 5
G. Incumbent Access Rates Are Set by Regulation, Not by the Market
In light of the foregoing, asserting that competitive markets do not set in-
cumbent network access rates may be stating the obvious. Whether using price
cap or rate-of-retum analysis, all ILEC network access rates are set by the
Commission's regulatory process based on some form of cost analysis, not
based on market interactions. No effective competition exists to set prices in
the access environment, despite the fact that BSPs like PrarieWave engage in
effective price competition with incumbents with respect to retail subscribers.
Furthermore, incumbent networks were built under the protection of monopoly
rate-of-retum prices, allowing the incumbents to recover their costs at rates
that were substantially higher than today's rates. To take these regulatory rates,
which were established using large study areas that average high and low cost
markets, out of their historical context and then assume that these rates are ap-
propriate "market prices" for any specific market simply because the incum-
bent is a retail competitor of an BSP is an economically erroneous analysis.
For these reasons, there are no market rates that can be used to set BSP net-
work access compensation and, except for the CLEC access decisions, the
Commission has properly rejected market rates as an available mechanism for
74 See SHARKEY, supra note 22, at 208; 1 KAHN, supra note 11, at 103 (noting the gen-
eral regulatory presumption in favor of recognizing geographical differences: "Efficient
pricing of public utility services call for as fine a differentiation as practical of rates for the
various services provided, in various locations, so as to reflect the different marginal costs
of each").
[S]ince costs vary geographically, rate averaging has resulted in underpricing some
routes and overpricing others. The high-density-long distance routes were probably the
most overpriced, and it was these routes that attracted competition .... It was the prac-
tice of charging toll rates substantially higher than cost and remitting part of the result-
ing excess revenues to local companies . . . that initially attracted competition in some
toll markets .... While interstate toll charges remain above competitive levels, uneco-
nomic entry is encouraged in the interstate market, and the interstate common carriers
have incentives to respond to this competition in uneconomic ways, including, but not
limited to, bypassing the local exchange companies.
McNAMARA, supra note 28, at 103-05 (discussing this problem using the historical example
of interstate long-distance competition). As will be discussed in detail later, ignoring actual
costs in favor of proxy company average access rates is having the unsurprising result of
distorting investment decisions in the rural community local network markets as well.
75 See infra Part III.L and accompanying notes.
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setting network access rates. One should not be surprised by this conclusion.
The network compensation problem is created by regulatory interference in the
market in the form of mandatory interconnection. While this is entirely appro-
priate, indeed even required to establish competition in the telecommunications
industry, it is required precisely because there is no market mechanism to es-
tablish competitive interconnection or appropriate rates.
H. The Regulatory Burden of BSP-Specific Company Costing Is Not Onerous
CLEC Access Order I cites the burden and cost of regulatory oversight of
the accounting and cost study process as a secondary explanation supporting
the use of incumbent benchmark access rate caps. The Commission noted:
"[W]e are especially reluctant to impose similar legacy regulation on new
competitive carriers. We note that no CLEC has suggested that we adopt such
a heavily regulatory approach to setting their access rates."76 However, the as-
sumption that preparing forward-looking cost studies is too burdensome, com-
plicated, and costly is simply untrue with respect to rural BSPs."
The conclusion in CLEC Access Order I-that the incumbent benchmark is
justified by "the extreme difficulty of establishing a 'reasonable' CLEC access
rate given the historical lack of regulation on the process of CLEC rate-
making" 7 -is not supported by the record. Instead, it is a conclusion that re-
sults from the notable lack of industry cooperation rather than any inherent
difficulty in preparing the data.79 The preparation of a forward-looking eco-
76 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 41.
77 See PrairieWave Petition for Waiver, supra note 4, at 25-27. PrairieWave provides
an excellent real world refutation of the Order's position on this matter. PrairieWave oper-
ates as complicated a telecommunications business as possible, even given its small size. It
operates as both an ILEC and a CLEC, necessitating appropriate intercompany allocations.
It operates in three states and as an interstate long-distance carrier, involving complex juris-
dictional allocations. And it operates as a broadband provider of integrated telephone, cable,
and Internet services, necessitating complex allocations of its network and operating reve-
nues and costs between and among the various regulated and nonregulated businesses. Yet
once its first full year audit was complete, it was able to produce an interstate forward-
looking cost study (filed as part of the PrairieWave Petition for Waiver) and three separate
state cost studies on both a historical and forward-looking cost basis, all within approxi-
mately six months at a total cost of approximately $71,200. This is hardly the "heavy regu-
latory" burden claimed by the large metropolitan CLEC resellers.
78 CLEC Access Order 1, supra note 1, 44.
79 It is also possible that the timing of the Commission's initial CLEC decision, though
required by the obvious abuses by a few early metropolitan area CLECs, made the devel-
opment of complete cost studies impractical, because the CLEC networks had not been es-
tablished long enough to gather and audit the data. It has taken PrairieWave two years to
complete a full year of audited data and related cost studies since it acquired the Dakota
operations, though the mechanics of the underlying Part 32 accounting system and the cost
study process itself are relatively straightforward and well understood by the company.
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nomic access cost study is neither difficult nor expensive." Further, such a
study does not depend in any way on a prior lack of regulation per se. It is
based onforward-looking economic costs, not historical regulation. The "regu-
latory burden" assumption is simply one more in a series of analytical errors
that have led to devastating results in competitive rural broadband markets.
1. IXC Rate Averaging Is Not Significantly Impacted by Rural BSP Specific
Access Rates
An additional reason cited in the Order to support the use of incumbent
benchmark rate caps is the potential adverse impact of divergent network ac-
cess rates on the IXCs' obligation to set national average rates.8' Note that this
concern is only a problem if the costs included in the determination of access
rates are arbitrary or otherwise improper. The use of the forward-looking eco-
nomic cost study process prevents this result in a way that fosters the efficient
allocation of capital and encourages local competition. 2
The fundamental issue underlying this concern is the long-distance con-
sumer rate averaging doctrine. Nationwide long-distance rate averaging as a
favorable consumer concept designed to ensure uniform pricing and service
availability has long been a Commission goal.83
80 See PrairieWave Petition for Waiver, supra note 4. The Commission has made short
work of similar complaints by small CLECs involving their alleged inabilities to change
their billing systems to handle access billing complexities. See, e.g, CLEC Access Order II,
supra note 1, 63 (featuring the Commission's resolution of the Z-Tel waiver request). If
the Commission would take similar steps in the CLEC access rate cost study area, it could
make short work of the BSP market distortions.
81 CLEC Access Order 1, supra note 1, 33-34 ("We are concerned that, in this envi-
ronment, permitting CLECs to tariff any rate that they choose may allow some CLECs in-
appropriately to shift onto the long distance market in general a substantial portion of the
CLECs' start-up and network build-out costs .... [T]here is ample evidence that the combi-
nation of the market's failure to constrain CLEC access rates, our geographic rate averaging
rules for IXCs, the absence of effective limits on CLEC rates and the tariff system create an
arbitrage opportunity for CLECs to charge unreasonable access rates." (emphasis added)).
82 See discussion infra Part V and accompanying notes.
83 See In re Access Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to
Rate-of-Return Regulation, supra note 9, 64 ("Under section 254(g) of the Act, interex-
change carriers bear the cost of averaging on a nationwide basis the different per-minute
switched access rates charged by LECs."). This is proper, because the IXC carriers have the
national subscriber base necessary to average these costs across the entire country.
In section 254(g) of the Act, Congress codified the Commission's pre-existing geo-
graphic rate averaging and rate integration policies. The Commission implemented sec-
tion 254(g) by adopting two requirements. First, providers of interexchange telecom-
munications services are required to charge rates in rural and high-cost areas that are no
higher than the rates they charge in urban areas. This is known as the geographic rate
averaging rule. Second, providers of interexchange telecommunications services are
required to charge rates in each state that are no higher than in any other state. This is
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It is precisely because of the network cost and access rate differences in
small communities and rural areas that the Commission adopted the long-
distance rate averaging rules. It is inconsistent with this rationale to now use
the implications of BSP access cost variances to impose rate averaging on local
and regional network owners. BSPs do not have national customer bases and
therefore they do not have the ability to average costs, especially those who
operate only in higher-cost rural communities. The Commission recognized
this very problem in the CLEC Access Order .84
Averaging is possible only when the companies in question operate on a na-
tional scale and can therefore average the costs across a truly national sub-
scriber base. This is precisely why cost averaging has historically been im-
posed on IXCs via cost-based access rates under § 254(g) and universal service
fund ("USF") contributions. 5 In its consideration of rural access rates for small
LECs, the Commission specifically addressed this issue and declined to ease
the averaging burden imposed on IXCs by forcing below cost access rates on
the ILECs:
While we recognize that rate disparities may create pressure on interexchange carriers to
deaverage long distance toll rates, contrary to the requirements of section 254(g), we reject
the proposition that we should address this problem by prescribing below-cost rates. Rate
disparities are due partly to rate structure differences that we address in this Order, and
partly to actual cost differences between price cap and rate-of-return carriers, as well as
among rate-of-return carriers themselves.
86
This is consistent with the historical development of long-distance rate cost
averaging where passing the entire cost of the local connection to the local ser-
vice user was deemed uneconomical and unfair.87 What is happening today can
known as the rate integration rule. In the Geographic Rate Averaging Order, the
Commission explained that geographic rate averaging benefits rural areas by providing
a nationwide telecommunications network whose rates do not reflect "the dispropor-
tionate burdens that may be associated with common line recovery costs" in rural areas.
The Commission also noted that geographic rate averaging ensures that rural customers
will share in lower prices resulting from nationwide interexchange competition.
Id. 179.
84 Our rules require such [large] ILECs to geographically average their access rates.
This regulatory requirement causes these 'non-rural ILECs' effectively to use their
low-cost, urban and suburban operations to subsidize their higher cost, rural operations,
with the effect that their state-wide averaged access rates recover only a portion of the
ILEC's regulated costs for providing access service to the rural portions of its study
area.
CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 64.
85 See 47 U.S.C. § 254(g) (2000); see also CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 31
("[T]he Commission has interpreted section 254(g) to require IXCs geographically to aver-
age their rates and thereby to spread the cost of both originating and terminating access over
all their end users.").
86 In re Access Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to Rate-
of-Return Regulation, supra note 9, 88.
87 FRIEDLANDER, supra note 22, at 37-38.
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be likened to the swinging of a pendulum, this time resulting in a over-
allocation of network costs to local subscribers as opposed to long-distance
users, at least in the BSP areas.
This is precisely the analysis that should be applied in the case of BSPs. Ap-
plying incumbent-based cost averaging to geographically isolated BSPs has the
effect of setting access rates below costs, therefore sending the wrong price
and investment signals and discouraging new competitive investment. This is
exactly the opposite of what the Commission intended to accomplish. These
effects, however, are directly attributable to the decision in CLEC Access Or-
der I to abandon the forward-looking economic cost model.88 This problem is
especially acute in small communities and rural areas of the country. Tradi-
tionally, RBOCs and other larger telephone companies ignored these areas pre-
cisely because of the high investment and service costs. This led to the creation
of independent LECs and, today, to the establishment of local and regional
facilities-based BSPs (more frequently than not, offshoots of independent
ILECs). These BSPs understand the unique needs of the smaller communities
and are willing to incur the costs of bringing advanced services to these areas.
This is only possible, however, assuming their development costs can be re-
covered through appropriate region-adjusted network access costs and, in the
extremely rural areas, the USF.
J. Administrative Simplification Does Not Justify Below Cost Benchmark Rate
Caps
Administrative simplification is cited several times in CLEC Access Order I
as a reason for adopting the "bright-line" standard of incumbent benchmark
rate caps. CLEC Access Order I notes that "[i]t now appears that the best
means of proceeding is to restructure and partially deregulate the environment
in which CLECs provide access service, providing a bright-line rule that will
facilitate effective enforcement."89 This standard will allow for "a simple de-
termination of whether a CLEC's access rates are just and reasonable. Such a
bright-line approach is particularly desirable given the current legal and practi-
cal difficulties involved with comparing CLEC rates to any objective standard
of 'reasonableness.""'9 The Commission took an even more strident approach
to applying this standard in CLEC Access Order ."91
88 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 1.
89 Id. 25.
90 Id. 41.
91 CLEC Access Order II, supra note 1, 57 ("Both of TDS's requests assume incor-
rectly that the Commission adopted a cost-based approach to competitive LEC access
charges in its CLEC Access Reform Order [CLEC Access Order I]. The Commission explic-
itly declined to apply this sort of regulation to competitive LECs and explained that it was
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The application of such a "bright-line" standard to small BSP markets, while
perhaps appropriate with respect to CLEC resellers in larger markets, is clearly
a mistaken application of the goals of the Commission. The Commission itself
has held that the benefit of administrative simplicity by itself may be out-
weighed by the problems created by cost averaging. 2 Accordingly, administra-
tive simplicity should not outweigh the particularly serious problems caused by
the imposition of a "bright-line" standard on small community BSPs.93
When focusing on deregulation for the sake of retail market entry and com-
petition, it is only natural to try to attempt to minimize the regulation of access
rates. Still, as discussed above, the network access rate issue is itself an artifi-
cial regulatory intervention designed to force mandatory network interconnec-
tion. It is a regulatory taking and can only be resolved fairly through rate-
setting mechanisms that relate closely to company-specific actual market
costs.94 The truth is that the CLEC Access Orders were based on an almost
complete lack of any factual record with respect to BSP operations or, for that
matter, an appropriate analysis of the relevant market factors in small commu-
nities." It is no wonder that the decisions have resulted in serious market dis-
applying a market-based approach. Consistent with this finding, the Commission held that it
will assess the reasonableness of competitive LEC access rates by evaluating market factors
rather than a particular carrier's costs. The requests by TDS would involve an examination
of carrier costs rather than market data to determine competitive LEC access rates. Because
such an examination would be contrary to the Commission's market-based approach to
competitive LEC access charge, we must reject TDS's requests."). See infra note 95 (dis-
cussing the Order's errors in using "market factors" instead of company-specific cost studies
in the Order, which are actually the best evidence of the cumulative impact of "market fac-
tors"),
92 See discussion supra Part III.F. The conflict between effective regulatory action and
administrative simplification is neither unusual nor limited to this situation. The priority
decision is almost always present, and every decision to intervene is in some sense a com-
promise of the goal of administrative simplicity. See BREYER, supra note 11, at 38.
93 PrairieWave Petition for Waiver, supra note 4, 77 ("Administrative simplicity
should not trump forward looking economic cost evaluations where the disparity between
actual BSP costs and administratively convenient incumbent rate caps is so wide, especially
given the economic distortions taking place in the [BSP] marketplace as a direct result of
this disparity ... ").
94 See BREYER, supra note 11, at 287 ("The existence of joint costs ... and regulation
makes it impossible to answer the competition/regulation question by simply analyzing
market structure.").
95 One can well appreciate the Staff's frustrations at the noticeable lack of CLEC cost
data. See, e.g., CLEC Access Order II, supra note 1, 57. However, it seems that in BSP
markets, and specifically in PrairieWave's markets, the "market-based approach" and an
evaluation of "market factors" as applied by the Commission clearly does not result in fair
or just access rates. Nor does such a result support the Commission's stated goals. In these
circumstances, a cost-based approach is the only fair and just approach-the underlying
theme of this entire article. It should also be noted that the Commission's regulatory deci-
sions themselves operate as powerful "market factors" that radically change the complexion
and characteristics of a market. See MITCHELL & VOGELSANG, supra note 11, at 265. John R.
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tortions in rural community areas, a discussion to which we now turn.
K. The Problems Caused by Below Cost Access Rates Are Substantial for
BSPs
Using incumbent rates as BSP rate caps causes severe disadvantages for
BSP network operators and significant market distortions. The unfair impact of
the national benchmark access rates is dramatically highlighted by the discrep-
ancy between these mandated rates and the rates supported by PrairieWave's
own forward-looking economic cost study. This kind of discrepancy has cre-
ated numerous problems for BSPs and is, unfortunately, directly undermining
the Commission's original goal of encouraging new broadband network devel-
McNamara notes:
The structure of the industry-the number and size distribution of firms selling in the
market, the conditions of entry and the degree of concentration of business among
firms-is generally formed by the technical conditions of producing and marketing the
industry's products, by the characteristics of consumer demands and by the legal and
regulatory environment in which the industry operates. Regulatory policy, when it ex-
ists, shapes industry structure and behavior .... The existing [telecommunications]
market structure evolved from a history of federal and state regulation, a series of court
decisions, the AT&T divestiture agreement with the Justice Department and the Modi-
fied Final Judgment (MFJ) of Judge Harold Greene, and not from a national telecom-
munications plan of from a reaction to changing market conditions.
MCNAMARA, supra note 28, at 57-58 (emphasis added). Gerald W. Brock makes a similar
observation: "A change in policy induces an industry response, which may result in a new
industry structure. A key theme of the empirical chapters of this study is the evolution of
policy in response to changing industry structure while the industry structure is changing in
response to earlier policy initiatives." BROCK, supra note 22, at 36. Stephen Breyer also
weighs in: "Moreover, [regulatory] intervention-or rearrangement of rights and liabili-
ties-changes the distribution of wealth and income." BREYER, supra note 11, at 25. Alfred
E. Kahn provides one of the few comprehensive lists of market factors:
The essential task of useful theory is precisely to identify the important institutional de-
terminants of economic behavior-such as number of sellers, barriers to entry, com-
plexity of product, shape and character of the production cost function, or the presence
of regulation-and to formulate hypotheses about their impacts on the various aspects
of performance.
I KAHN, supra note 11, at 18 (emphasis added). These observations make the Commission's
reliance on "market factors" in the CLEC Access Orders, without the consideration of its
own involvement as one of those factors, at best incomplete and at worst circular and illogi-
cal. The distortions currently occurring in BSP markets are, therefore, not a surprising re-
sult. An accurate "market analysis" should lead directly back to a simple determination of
the network owner's true cost in the actual market. See Tom W. Bell & Soveig Singleton,
Introduction to REGULATORS' REVENGE, supra note 31, at 4 ("[P]rices ought to be set as
they would be in a market, that is, on the basis of the actual costs of the ... companies. That
encourages and rewards new entrants who can provide services by building their own lower
cost facilities."). Note that the CATO Institute's actual costs are the same as Kahn's refer-
ence to a firm's production cost function. Both studies point toward the need to consider the
actual costs of each company, not some arbitrary nationwide average, in order to correctly
understand any given market.
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opment in rural areas.
L. Limitations on Cost Recovery Shifting in BSP Markets
What will happen if BSPs are not allowed to set network access rates based
upon deaveraged, company-specific, forward-looking economic costs? The
answer lies in the Commission's observations about the interrelationships be-
tween interconnection costs, network access costs, and local rates. As noted by
party comments, "[R]etail local service rates.., have been developed with the
assumption that incumbent LECs will receive access charge revenues."96 This
same reasoning applies to the facilities-based rural BSP. Local rates will have
to rise, as the Commission tacitly acknowledges in its rulings allowing for in-
creases in SLCs to compensate for other reduced revenues.97
This is where the CLEC Access Orders assumptions flatly clash with the re-
ality of rural BSP operations. The mechanism of transferring network costs,
even forward-looking economic costs, to local rates is not available to BSPs in
competitive markets because local rate or SLC increases are not possible due
to incumbent retail pricing competition. Like access rates, the large ILECs are
able to average lower and higher cost areas to recover costs from their local
rates and SLCs. The competitive BSPs like PrairieWave are therefore not free
to pass all of the reduced access revenue through to end users.98 BSPs are sim-
ply forced to absorb the costs, lower economic returns, discourage new in-
96 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, T 979. This was certainly PrairieWave's
assumption when it began its build-outs in 1997. Since the Commission issued the CLEC
Access Order I in 2001, PrairieWave has been unable to financially justify entry into new
rural markets. See infra note 123 and accompanying text. Regulatory pricing impacts must
be reasonably foreseeable in order to be fair. See 1 KAHN, supra note 11, at 115 ("[A]ny
scheme of compensation is fair provided only that it was reasonably anticipated at the time
of investment."). It follows that CLEC Access Order I adversely affected BSPs, which were
actively engaged in the act of committing investment dollars to new markets and can only
be seen as fundamentally unfair.
97 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 984; see also CLEC Access Order I, supra
note 1, 28, 31. This type of cost recovery shifting has occurred in the long-distance indus-
try, but only in the context of monopoly local incumbent operations. See also 1 KAHN, supra
note 11, at xviii ("The decline in long-distance telephone rates has been accompanied by a
roughly corresponding increase in the basic monthly charge to subscribers."). Such shifting
is impossible in competitive BSP markets.
98 It is also worthwhile to consider what a full revenue shift of below cost access rates
might cause. PrairieWave estimates that the elimination of access revenue would require an
increase of local service rates to about $67.00 per month, an increase of almost four times
that of existing local rates. This is a classic example of "rate shock" and another clear ex-
ample of the difference between high-density metropolitan area network costs and rural
small community developments. See 1 KAHN, supra note 11, at xxvi. It is obviously impos-
sible when heavily subsidized network access is allowed to its local service competitors who
remain free to effectively avoid most network costs altogether.
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vestment, and ultimately undercut their competitive position.99
The CLEC Access Orders unrealistically take the position that BSPs should
be able to justify additional local service charges.
[A]dopting a benchmark for tariffed rates allows CLECs the flexibility to obtain additional
revenues from alternative sources. They may obtain higher rates through negotiation. If a
particular CLEC provides a superior quality of access service, or if it has a particularly de-
sirable subscriber base, one or more IXCs may be willing to pay rates above the benchmark
in order to receive that CLEC's switched access service. Similarly, CLECs retain the flexi-
bility to charge their end users higher rates for the access service to which they subscribe.
Here again, if the CLEC provides a superior product, the end user likely will be willing to
pay for it. 00
While this may be true in certain limited circumstances when a large CLEC
competes in large metropolitan areas, it is pure speculation when applied to
small BSP markets. In fact, such a scenario has not and cannot materialize.
Under CLEC Access Order I, network access has become a uniformly priced
commodity service with no distinguishing features that allow pricing vari-
ances. Worse, it is a direct (and puzzling) contradiction of the prior findings of
CLEC Access Order I that the access market is not competitive. One of the
reasons that the competitive access market has disappeared is the commodity
nature of the service. There is no "higher quality of access" and therefore no
economic basis to negotiate higher access rates. The imposition of incumbent
rate caps as the default access charge option effectively undercuts any ability a
BSP might have to negotiate more reasonable rates. The rules create the very
99 The filings made in the PrairieWave Petition vividly underscore this fact. See gener-
ally Prairie Wave Petition for Waiver, supra note 4. In a January 24, 2005, ex parte letter to
the FCC responding to late-filed comments by Frontier Communications, PrairieWave noted
that Frontier, as the ILEC, was offering unbelievably low rates in markets where it competes
against PrairieWave, ranging from $9.08 per month to as low as $2.59 per month. Letter
from William P. Heaston, General Counsel, PrairieWave Telecommunications, Inc. To
Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, Federal Communications Commission, CC Docket No. 96-
262 (Jan. 24, 2005) (accessible via FCC Electronic Commoent Filing System). After noting
the discriminatory and potentially predatory pricing implications of this cross-subsidization
pricing policy, the letter continued:
[T]he Frontier behavior completely destroys the credibility and applicability of the
Commission's rationale that PrairieWave can recover its costs from its customer using
charges other than access charges-the purported "backstop." The Commission's mar-
ket analysis and backstop proposition work neither in theory nor in real life. Prai-
rieWave has no ability to recover its legitimate access costs through access charges or
through any other cost-recovery mechanism. Meanwhile the incumbent recovers its ac-
cess costs and buoyed by that cost recovery is able to significantly subsidize lowering
its local rate to the point that a competitor like PrairieWave has no way to compete.
Id. at 3. The competitive situation in the Frontier exchanges makes the approval of access
rates justified by the cost study even more imperative.
100 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 43; see also CLEC Access Order II, supra note
1, 58 (repeating a similar analysis as CLEC Access Order 1). But, again, it is based on an
incomplete record in that no evidence or argument was presented that such cost recovery
shifting was not possible.
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unequal bargaining power that the Commission sought to avoid.' ° PrairieWave
has found itself in precisely this situation in its negotiations with Qwest, MCI,
Sprint, and other large IXCs as well as with the numerous cellular carriers op-
erating in its small community markets. 2
Several additional points should be noted. The general forward-looking eco-
nomic access cost theory and the specific study submitted by PrairieWave do
not contain the Common Carrier Line ("CCL") charge that in the past repre-
sented the access cost recovery element for fixed local costs. What this article
examines is the problem of recovery of market specific switching and other
variable costs that are simply higher in rural BSP markets due to demographic
and topological factors. This makes the use of cost-averaged incumbent access
rates as BSP price caps inappropriate. It also makes the assumption that some
or all of these costs can be recovered from end users theoretically unsound.
It is highly questionable that the incorporation of at least some form of CCL
cost recovery really involves the subsidy of local services by long-distance
access rates claimed by the IXCs and cellular companies.0 3 This, of course,
reflects the long running historical debate of what costs of local service are
appropriate to allocate to long-distance service via access rates, since it is un-
questioned that the local loop is a necessary network element for long-distance
service as well as local calling services."
Because of the economics of rural telecommunications network construc-
tion, BSPs generally have not built-out to extremely remote areas. Therefore
BSPs do not cover entire Study Areas and are unable to qualify for eligible
101 Unequal bargaining power is a very real problem for small rural BSPs in a number of
contexts. See infra Part IV.A and accompanying notes.
102 PrairieWave even has problems getting the major IXCs to pay intrastate tariffed rates
that are supported by filed cost studies and subject to prior state commission hearings and
approvals. The major cellular companies simply ignored the company's pleas for network
compensation. See infra note 174.
103 Although [the policy of federal and state regulators to support revenue transfers
from long-distance to local telephone service] has been widely referred to as the local-
service subsidy, the rate structure may nevertheless have been subsidy free. Trunk-call
rates were substantially higher than marginal costs, but they not have exceeded the
stand-alone costs of long-distance service.
MITCHELL & VOGELSANG, supra note 11, at 252 n. 1.
104 BREYER, supra note 11, at 295-96 (noting that prior to the Communications Act of
1934, "commissions took the approach that was easier to administer. They assumed that
telephones, local loops, and local exchanges were all installed to provide local service. They
allocated these costs to local service and sought to recover all of them through local rates.").
This was later abandoned in favor of cost allocations as the Commission, now in existence,
recognized that both long-distance and local service depended on these same elements. Id. at
291, 296-97. In this sense, the Commission's recent CLEC access rate decisions represent
yet another swing in the pendulum back to burdening the local service subscriber. Breyer
outlines a compelling argument based on the value of network externalities that suggests
that the further shift to local service fees is economically and socially unsound. Id. at 295.
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telecommunications carrier ("ETC") status. As a result, BSPs are unable to
participate in the USF subsidies, which have been explicitly adjusted up for
rural rate-of-return ILECs to compensate for other access rate changes. 5 That
is, unlike their rural ILEC cousins, BSPs cannot shift a portion of their for-
ward-looking economic access cost recovery to the USF or similar subsidy
pool.0
6
As a result of the interaction of these competitive and regulatory restrictions
and contrary to the assumptions in the CLEC Access Orders, BSPs are not able
to shift the recovery of their forward-looking economic access costs to other
revenue sources. 7 The result is that BSP construction has slowed down dra-
matically. PrairieWave, for example, has not entered a new community market
since the adoption of the incumbent access rate price caps in 2001, primarily
due to lack of available funding given current revenue streams. 8 Further, it is
105 See In re Access Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to
Rate-of-Return Regulation, supra note 9,1 128.
106 This is a fortunate result given the current financial instability of the USF pools. In
any event, it is not economically efficient to use the USF pools to subsidize market-specific
direct forward-looking access costs.
[P]erhaps the most significant [problem] is the ICF's plan to offset the loss of access
revenues by increasing subsidies from the universal service fund (USF) of a similarly
structured subsidy mechanism. Such a scheme is risky for rural ILECs because many
would have more than half their revenue dependent on subsidy mechanisms that could
change drastically on the whim of regulators or lawmakers.
Donny Jackson, Telecos Resist Bill-and-Keep, TELEPHONY, Mar. 22, 2004, at 12. In any
event, it is likely that this risk level would be unacceptable to BSP financing sources, and
that this option would therefore not solve the fundamental investment problem.
107 This discussion only applies to the situation in BSP markets. It is possible (in light of
the very different service costs, indeed it is very likely) that these distortions do not exist to
the same degree in larger metropolitan markets and especially in situations where CLECs
use incumbent unbundled network elements ("UNE") or resale rates to offer services. This
makes the waiver procedure a potentially acceptable regulatory alternative rather than at-
tempting to expand an arbitrary exemption like the rural exemption.
108 PrairieWave management has prepared several new market entry studies, all of which
have been rejected by its board of directors, its shareholders, and its banks. The primary
reason is that the potential rates-of-return, which are heavily influenced by potential access
revenues, do not justify the additional risks, particularly the regulatory risks surrounding
network access rates. As a practical matter, PrairieWave has made its waiver request in large
part because of these objections and in order to establish the proper access revenue rules for
its BSP operations so that it can proceed with its planning and investment decisions. With-
out the waiver, the existing imposition of incumbent rate caps, coupled with PrairieWave's
inability to shift its cost recovery to other services would make further BSP development
uneconomical. Each dollar of interstate access revenue that is lost comes directly out of the
company's net operating cash flow. The incumbent proxy caps in PrairieWave's markets
and PrairieWave's actual costs are so disparate that the result is a reduction of cash flow of
about 20% per year. That is a substantial difference in evaluating overall rates-of-return and
by itself would likely change the company's investment decisions and result in continued
expansion into new BSP markets. See BREYER, supra note 11, at 19 (acknowledging specifi-
cally that industry regulators should be very sensitive to private industry rates of return and
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unlikely that PrairieWave would have expanded at all if it had known that its
market-specific access costs would be ignored in favor of arbitrary averaged
incumbent access rates that are unrelated to (and far below) the costs in its
markets. '09
On this point, the previous discussion of constitutional and statutory re-
quirements for just and reasonable compensation is relevant."' Recall that the
test for constitutional just compensation is the ability of a company to provide
an adequate return on capital evidenced in part by its ability to raise additional
capital."' This is clearly not occurring for BSPs like PrairieWave, and the re-
sult is that the Commission's present network access rate limitations are un-
the impact that regulation might have on the ability to raise capital). Others agree:
Pricing policies and investment incentives for all parties, including the [network own-
ers], must simultaneously be developed so as to create an efficient telecommunications
system. Ideally, this means that prices of final goods and services, as well as of inter-
mediate goods purchased by competitors, should reflect real economic costs. It also
means that [network owners] should be afforded the reasonable opportunity they were
promised to earn a fair return on their prudently made past investments, whose costs,
having been found to be reasonable by regulators, are generally already in rates. With-
out the latter condition, network owners will be disadvantaged in obtaining capital, par-
ticularly as long as they remain regulated to at least some degree.
THOMAS J. DUESTERBERG & KENNETH GORDON, COMPETITION AND DEREGULATION IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 40 (1997).
The FCC rules for interconnection have been criticized by some local-exchange carri-
ers for pricing access to the system ... so low that it becomes counterproductive for
any competitor to try to build its own system .... [T]he FCC seems to want to require
broad evidence of facilities-based competition at the local level before further deregu-
lation, but, ironically, it delays such competition by unwittingly discouraging invest-
ment in it.
Id. at 78-79. Recall also that this is the prime indicator of an unconstitutional taking under
the Fifth Amendment. See supra Part II.C and accompanying notes.
109 See supra Part III.F (analyzing the reasonableness of this assumption given the
Commission's early decisions); see also supra note 59 (discussing the rate disparities that
result from not applying actual costs). "Such an outcome [not allowing actual costs to be
recovered through interconnection access rates] clearly would be confiscatory and would
devastate [network owner] incentives to invest in advanced infrastructure." DUESTERBERG &
GORDON, supra note 108, at 40; see also 1 KAHN, supra note 11, at 53 ("Any restriction on
aggregate earnings, by threatening to cut off the opportunities for great success, will there-
fore have some immeasurable effect of discouraging ... investments that otherwise would
be made."). This is no mere theoretical musing; this is precisely what is happening as Prai-
rieWave reviews and rejects new market investment.
PrairieWave reasonably anticipated at the time of construction (1997-2000) it would
be able to recover its forward-looking network access costs through the appropriate
network specific access rates. Injured by the position taken by the Commission in the
CLEC access orders, PrairieWave now cannot attract financing for a business plan al-
lowing the expansion into additional rural markets.
PrairieWave Petition for Waiver Reply Comments, supra note 33, at 11.
l10 See supra Part lI.C and accompanying notes.
"' Seesupranote 37.
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constitutional." 2
M. BSPs Are Forced to Cross-Subsidize Incumbent and Competitor Operations
Unfairly low access rates based on incumbent benchmark rates, instead of
actual costs, effectively subsidize the BSP competitors' access to its network,
allowing the competitors to charge less for their local and long-distance retail
services."3 This is a serious economic distortion of not only the competitive
playing field, but also the allocation of continued investment capital." 4 BSP
112 The stark differences between the cost-based rates and the arbitrary benchmark
rate could provide a basis for a constitutional takings claim as discussed in Verizon v.
FCC, 535 U.S. 467, 122 S. Ct. 1646, 152 L. Ed. 2d 701 (2002). The FCC is now pre-
sented with the consequences of specific rate orders as applied to PrairieWave and at
least the federal court's belief that the FCC would be "more hospitable" to such claims
especially where, as discussed in the attached monograph, the reduced rate jeopardizes
the financial integrity of PrairieWave.
Prairie Wave Petition for Waiver, supra note 4, at 7 n. 18.
113 A BSP's network access service is what economists call an "intermediate good,"
meaning that it is a good or service that underlies the final retail service and forms part of its
inherent cost structure. See 1 KAHN, supra note 1I, at 145. Retail pricing competition can be
hugely distorted when intermediate goods are unfairly priced or subsidized. Stephen Breyer
has analyzed this very problem of cross-subsidization inherent any time pricing is set below
long run costs. See BREYER,supra note 11, at 307. This leads directly to a form of economic
market distortion known as the "inefficient substitution effect" where customers, responding
to the artificially low price signals, switch to the unfairly subsidized service. See 1 KAHN,
supra note 11, at 111. When the intermediate good is provided by a retail competitor in the
same market, the result is a vicious circle of compounding economic distortions where the
intermediate good supplier essentially subsidizes its own competition. This is exactly what
is happening to rural BSPs.
[T]he artificially low incumbent access rate imposed by the Commission's CLEC ac-
cess orders unfairly subsidizes competitors like Qwest and the other IXCs, allowing
them and alternative local service providers, like cellular and [Voice over Internet Pro-
tocol] companies, to keep an artificially low cap on competitive local service rates and
related subscriber line fees. PrairieWave has no way to shift any of its costs, including
its actual network costs, to other revenue streams.
Prairie Wave Petition for Waiver Reply Comments, supra note 33, at 9.
114 See Tom Tauke, Fulfilling the Intent of Congress Under the Telecommunications Act
of 1996, in CATO INST., REGULATORS' REVENGE, supra note 31, at 58 ("If [network owners]
must price access to their local networks at rates that do not reflect even their real forward-
looking costs, including a reasonable profit, why invest just so competitors can use the fruits
of investments at below-cost rates?").
In particular, if commissions set prices for interconnection that are too low to allow
[network owners] an opportunity to recover all their reasonable costs of providing ser-
vice, including a reasonable profit (as required by the act), they will bias new entrants
against themselves making new investments that might well be justified on efficiency
grounds .... It is hard to see how a systematic bias in this direction would contribute
to the development of an advanced telecommunications infrastructure .... Inappropri-
ately low prices for inputs used by competitors will also affect the revenues and profits
of the [network owners]--directly through the lower prices, and indirectly through the
artificial boost that those prices give their competitors.
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competitors use the subsidy provided by non-cost-based low access rates to
fund their own continued technology upgrades or to preserve their market
share monopolies through lower retail service rates. This has magnified the
effect of stopping further development commitments by BSPs as the true im-
pact of this competitive subsidy to the incumbent monopoly became appar-
ent." 5 Not only is this result anti-competitive, the failure to base access rates on
actual costs creates a new barrier to new entries into incumbent-dominated
markets and results in the very distortion of capital investment efficiency deci-
sions that the Commission sought to remedy in adopting its rules."6 Ironically,
this scheme operates to the very benefit of the incumbent monopolies that were
the target of the Act to begin with. Because it distorts the true underlying costs,
not basing access rates on actual costs is in the end, "inherently unstable and
unsustainable."' '7
The Commission has recognized this very problem in its analysis of small,
rural rate-of-return LECs, and found that using actual costs instead of averaged
costs (such as the averaging implicit in the use of incumbent access rates) re-
duced the cross-subsidization problem."8 It must now take steps to recognize
DUESTERBERG & GORDON, supra note 108, at 39. Furthermore, "[i]ntermediate goods such
as unbundled elements of telecommunications facilities, resold services, and interconnection
itself will be utilized efficiently only to the extent that their prices accurately reflect their
costs." Id. at 26.
115 PrairieWave is not the only small CLEC to raise the problem of frustrated expecta-
tions, though it is the only one to actually prepare a cost study proving the point. See CLEC
Access Order II, supra note 1, at 9120 n.78.
116 Richard A. Posner, for one, has recognized the barrier to entry that unfair cost averag-
ing, which allows pricing below costs, provides incumbent monopolists. See POSNER, supra
note 11, at 20, 85, 90. It is the obvious extension of the problem with distorting price signals
that lead to inefficient capital allocation and incorrect investment decisions. John R. McNa-
mara states the problem as follows:
Not only will such a system of charges result in socially optimal consumption of tele-
phone services and provide incentives for local exchange companies to make correct
resource allocation decisions, but potential competitors, presumably employing new
technologies, will be provided the unbiased economic information necessary when
making decisions about market entry .... Entry should not be encouraged, as it has
been in the past when temporary economic opportunities were created by poor regula-
tory policies, unless such entry is on an economically sound basis.
MCNAMARA,supra note 28, at 146, 168. The problem, of course, is that the present situation
sends the wrong signals to potential market entrants, like cellular and Voice over Internet
Protocol providers, causing them to enter markets with economically unsustainable business
plans at price points that not only constrain network owner cost shifting, but force network
owners to subsidize competitor operations. "Arbitrary [regulatory access rate] decisions will
have-and have had-enormous consequences for efficiency in telecommunications mar-
kets, and frequently for the worse." DUESTERBERG & GORDON, supra note 108, at 27.
117 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 8 ("It is widely recognized that, because a
competitive market drives prices to cost, a system of charges which includes non-cost based
components is inherently unstable and unsustainable.").
118 See In re Access Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to
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that this same problem must be addressed for rural BSPs if the Commission
desires to see advanced broadband networks deployed in rural America.
N. Disparate Pricing Power Unfairly Favors BSP Competitors
Another asymmetry created by the CLEC access rules blocks the shifting of
revenue recovery to local rates or SLC charges. The use of incumbent rates as
price caps allows the larger incumbent to use its ability to average out its oper-
ating costs over a larger subscriber base, which is often concentrated in denser
and, therefore, lower cost areas. This puts the BSP at a competitive cost disad-
vantage that is directly reflected in its local service rates."9 The Commission
acknowledged this problem in CLEC Access Order 1. 20
The Commission also recognized the unique problems of competition
against larger LECs in the ILEC Access Order: "High per-minute charges may
place [rate-of-return small ILECs] at a disadvantage in competing with new
market entrants, including neighboring price cap carriers. In addition, higher
rates and implicit subsidies may discourage efficient local and long distance
competition in rural areas and limit consumer choice."' 2
This is exactly PrairieWave's situation where it competes against Qwest and
Frontier, both of which can average costs over much wider customer bases in
large metropolitan areas.' It is in precisely these circumstances where the
Commission has recognized that CLEC access costs could permissibly be
higher than the incumbent rate and rightly so.
Rate-of-Return Regulation, supra note 9, 58 ("We conclude that granting rate-of-return
carriers more flexibility to deaverage SLC rates will 'enhance the efficiency of the local
telephone market by allowing prices to be tailored more easily and accurately to reflect costs
and, therefore promotes competition in both urban and rural areas.' Deaveraging has the
added virtue of reducing implicit subsidies created by averaged rates." (quoting In re Access
Change Reform; Price Cap Performance Review for Local Exchange Carriers; Low-Volume
Long Distance Users; Federal State Joint Board on Universal Service, Sixth Report and
Order in CC Docket No. 96-262 and 94-1 Report and Order in CC Docket No. 99-249 Elev-
enth Report and Order in CC Docket No. 96-45, 15 F.C.C.R. 12,962, 113 (May 31,
2000))).
119 See discussion supra note 99 (explaining Frontier's pricing power in PrairieWave's
competitive markets).
120 See supra Part III.F.
121 In re Access Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to Rate-
of-Return Regulation, supra note 9, 6.
122 Again, this is no mere theoretical speculation, but a very real problem for BSPs in
today's markets. See supra note 98.
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0. Incumbent and BSP Rate Differentials and the Problem of Inefficient
Market Entry
CLEC Access Order I contemplates why some CLECs charge higher access
rates than others, or more than incumbents in the same market. Because the
Order chooses to sidestep the underlying network cost differences supported
by the forward-looking economic cost theory, the Commission improperly
concluded that the higher rates resulted in inefficient market entry:
[T]he historical ability of CLECs to tariff access rates well above the prevailing ILEC rate
may have contributed to economically inefficient market entry by certain CLECs. We in-
tend the declining benchmark scheme to wean competitive carriers off of their dependence
on tariffed, supra-ILEC access rates without the disruption of a flash-cut to the prevailing
market rate. We therefore think it important to ensure that this transitional mechanism
serves that purpose, rather than presenting CLECs with the opportunity to enter additional
markets in a potentially inefficient manner through reliance on tariffed access rates above
those of the competing ILEC.123
This is perhaps the most confusing statement in the entire Order. It com-
pletely ignores the possibility that underlying economic costs could (and in fact
do) explain the rate difference in BSP markets. It ignores the absence of com-
petition in the access market that makes the Order's reliance on incumbent
rates theoretically flawed. It also ignores the issues that make incumbent and
CLEC access cost structures and rates lopsided. It is the imposition of incum-
bent access rates as rate caps that is distorting the market and creating eco-
nomically inefficient results including, among other things, the lack of com-
petitive market entry. This is because the incumbent rates are so much lower
than actual forward-looking economic costs-the very problem highlighted by
the Commission in its original analysis of forward-looking economic costs in
the Local Competition Order: "[R]ates must be allowed to change to reflect
actual cost.., rather than systemwide average costs. If prices are not allowed
to adjust, then the entry that does occur is inefficient and ultimately destabiliz-
ing.", 1
24
Ironically, the Commission has recognized the problem of improper market
entry signals in rural areas where network access rates do not take into consid-
eration market specific costs:
Reallocating costs rather than prescribing a single rate also will foster the development of
efficient competition in the exchange access market. Rates that reflect an individual car-
rier's cost of service provide the proper signals to permit a potential entrant to decide
whether to enter a particular market .. . .[I]f a target rate were set too low, a barrier to
competitive entry would be created.
25
Commentators have also recognized the danger of improper market entry
123 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 58.
124 SHARKEY, supra note 22, at 208.
125 In re Access Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to Rate-
of-Return Regulation, supra note 9, 84.
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and cost signals that result from regulatory policies that work to "eliminate
profits lopsidedly and thereby create improper price signals."'26 It is certainly
not unfair to characterize the difference between incumbent access rate caps
and PrairieWave's actual network costs as decidedly lopsided' 27-so lopsided
that without considering these differences, the Order in effect operates as an
economic taking of BSPs' property without just compensation. As applied to
PrairieWave and likely most other BSPs, the Order is unconstitutional.'28
Contrast the BSP competitor pricing and investment decisions based on sub-
sidized access with the original pre-2001 BSP market entry decisions. The dif-
ference is that new technologies and decreasing technology costs made it eco-
nomically possible, even desirable, for BSPs to overbuild small communities
and provide advanced voice, video, and data services, at least under the as-
sumption that fair cost-based access rates would apply. 129 This was not a case
of inefficient market entry, where new competition effects an increase in the
overall total costs of serving the market.'3 ° Rather, this was a case where the
previously high-fixed costs of market entry were rapidly decreasing, allowing
even small markets to support competition with more than one firm. 3' As a
126 POSNER,supra note 11, at 16.
127 PrairieWave characterizes the difference as "staggering." PrairieWave Petition for
Waiver, supra note 4, at 7; see supra note 59 (citing the full quotation from the PrairieWave
Petition).
128 See supra Part II.C and accompanying notes.
129 "[A]n interdependence between technology and scale exists." SHARKEY, supra note
22, at 191.
In the case of telecommunications, the preponderant factor has been the explosion of
technology. It has obliterated the always-dubious technological basis for the previous
impenetrable regulatory barriers between record and voice communications, satellite
and terrestrial transmission, video and audio, and computers and computing, on the one
side, and communications on the other: to take only the most dramatic example, the
modem electronic telephone switch is a computer. It has also enormously increased the
number and variety of potential suppliers of telecommunications services.
1 KAHN, supra note 11, at xvii.
130 See SHARKEY, supra note 22, at 9.
131 Id. at 19-20; MITCHELL & VOGELSANG,supra note 11, at 253; BREYER,supra note 11,
at 287, 293, 313; see also POSNER,supra note 11, at 48. Richard A. Posner has specifically
recognized the role that technological change is playing in opening up the possibilities for
competition in telecommunications: "Communications is a contemporary example of an
industry undergoing rapid technological changes that are apparently opening up a host of
new competitive opportunities." Id. at 106. He was almost prescient in his forecast of what
would shortly occur in the BSP markets as a result of the 1996 Act. See also MITCHELL &
VOGELSANG, supra note 11, at 10. For an analysis that suggests that the technological diver-
sity of the modem telecommunications networks allows different competitors to exploit
different economics of scale at different volume levels, McNamara makes similar points:
The concept of the local telephone company as a natural monopoly .. .is breaking
down as technology advances. Of course, once it becomes clear that local telephone
companies are no longer natural monopolies, the case for permitting competition in ba-
sic local telephone services just as in the long distance market becomes strong.
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MCNAMARA, supra note 28, at 49-50.
[l]t is clear that the ongoing discovery of new technologies, products, production proc-
esses and business arrangements in response to the prospect of economic gain, and the
introduction of these products, processes and business services at prices competitive
with existing products, constitute the very essence of competitive behavior in that mar-
ket. Technological advances and innovation are the driving competitive forces in mod-
em telecommunications markets.
Id. at 62.
AT&T ... argued ... that new entrants into its businesses would duplicate expensive
existing facilities and that such duplication is costly and not in the public interest. This
traditional natural monopoly argument ... is false when the potential new entrant of-
fers to serve a market currently ignored by the monopolist or when the potential entrant
intends to use a new technology permitting the public to be served at a cost per unit of
service as low as or lower than the monopolist's cost, or when the new entrant, with its
smaller management, is simply more efficient. In other words, the natural monopolist's
argument that competition results in needless duplication of facilities is based on the
assumptions of unchanging technology .... When innovative products and processes
are available to a potential competitor and there is a likelihood that such a competitor
can serve the public at least as efficiently as the original monopolist can while expand-
ing the market, then there is no economic justification for denying entry to the new
firm .... The economies of scale of the newer telecommunications technologies are
available at smaller service levels relative to the size of the market and, combined with
the growth of markets, are much less likely to justify a monopolistic market structure.
Id. at 71-72.
Beyond the attraction of exciting new technology and the promise of network conver-
gence, the real power of next-generation network infrastructure is the bottom line:
Next-generation infrastructure saves money ... costs can be as little as one-tenth those
of traditional architectures .... The savings begin as the initial hardware is ordered be-
cause of the scalability of next-generation infrastructure .... As evidence, startup ser-
vice providers are going to venture capitalists and other funding sources with network
plans that can be as little as half the cost of a traditional infrastructure, even including
the additional burdens of staff training and new management systems .... As impres-
sive as up-front savings can be, gains over time are potentially much more significant.
... The economic advantages of next-generation architecture at this point appear to be
significant, mostly for the startup service provider .... Next-generation networks also
scale to a degree impossible with circuit-switched equipment, enabling operators to be-
gin in small markets.
Charlotte Wolter, Next-Generation Economics 101, SOUNDING BOARD, Oct. 2000, at 58-62.
This is precisely what PrairieWave is doing with its proprietary network designs:
Delivering more than one form of content on a single network offers many efficiencies.
Apart from the obvious business advantages of one-stop marketing and provisioning,
data transport can often be provided very cheaply at the margin, as the secondary and
much more flexible user of whatever extra bandwidth happens to be available.
HUBER, supra note 26, at 110. Kahn summarizes the general competitive situation in this
fashion:
The competitive advantage may spring from simple differences in the efficiencies of
firms in essentially similar industries, using essentially similar technology, or-as is
may more likely and common in the public utility situation-differences in the respec-
tive technologies and cost structures, which have the effect of producing markedly
lower long-run incremental cost for certain companies than for others.
1 KAHN, supra note 11, at 162. "(Duplication] is [not] necessarily inefficient, as long as the
market has need of all these suppliers and none of them is too small to take full advantage of
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result, many BSPs entered the market and now provide additional significant
consumer benefits in extending the rapid diffusion of new broadband tech-
nologies to rural areas. 32
Nevertheless, the regulatory result distorts what would otherwise be a favor-
able market entry signal, because it violates the assumption made by several
BSPs that network access rates and revenues would be fair and reasonable,
based on specific rural market cost structure.'33 This is precisely the conclusion
reached by the Commission with respect to small community rate-of-return
ILECs.'3" The recent experience with the pricing of local service unbundled
network elements ("UNEs") underscores the impact of unfairly low access
rates that act to reduce investment in new technologies.'35 This is not a myste-
the available economies of scale." 2 KAHN, supra note 11, at 122. "[T]echnology is perpetu-
ally developing: so the natural monopoly of yesterday may no longer be natural today." Id
at 10.
It has been the accelerated technological progress of recent decades that has brought
these issues to the fore; and nowhere have they been more intense than in the field of
communications. We have already alluded to the technological explosion in communi-
cations after World War II and discussed some of the numerous competitive issues that
it has generated-most prominently the proper role of private microwave relay sys-
tems, of communications satellites and transoceanic cable, of community antenna tele-
vision systems, and the proper pricing of communications services in these circum-
stances. In the presence of such rapid change, the natural monopoly of yesterday may
be transformed into a natural arena of competition today ....
Id. at 127.
132 See POSNER, supra note 11, at 43 (stating a summary of the benefits of competition on
technological innovation).
133 PrairieWave reasonably anticipated at the time of construction (1997-2000) it
would be able to recover its forward-looking network access costs through the appro-
priate network specific access rates. Injured by the position taken by the Commission
in the CLEC Access Orders, PrairieWave now cannot attract financing for a business
plan allowing the expansion into additional rural markets.
PrairieWave Petition for Waiver Reply Comments, supra note 33, at 11; see supra Parts
III.L and accompanying notes; see also supra note 107.
134 "[R]ate-of-return carriers ... will retain the flexibility to establish rates based on
their own costs in the areas they serve, rather than being forced to conform to a pre-
scribed target rate." In re Access Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carri-
ers Subject to Rate-of-Return Regulation, supra note 9, 12. In general, PrairieWave
believes that it is far more analytically fair to BSPs to be compared to small rate-of-
return ILECs rather than large CLECs. "[T]he Commission consistently has taken into
consideration the differences between price cap and rate-of-return carriers, as well as
the specific challenges faced by small local telephone companies serving rural and
high-cost areas." Id. 134.
"35 BellSouth, SBC and Verizon-the three biggest local phone companies-insist
FCC rules discourage them from making large investments because they are forced to
lease their networks to competitors at government-mandated rates that fall well below
their own costs. State regulators set wholesale rates based on a formula the biggest lo-
cal phone companies claim is severely flawed because it is not based on their actual
costs.
Josh Long, Bush Administration Deals Blow to CLECs, XCHANGE, July 2004, available at
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rious or unknown phenomenon. It must be recognized and effectively ad-
dressed in order to get broadband deployment moving again in rural areas.
P. Access Rate Arbitrage and "Gaming the System" Unfairly Penalize BSPs
CLEC Access Order I concludes, "[T]he benchmark we adopt will ... pro-
vide critical stability for both the long distance and exchange access mar-
kets."'36 In CLEC Access Order II, the Commission elaborated, "The Commis-
sion also sought to reduce existing regulatory arbitrage opportunities, spur effi-
cient local competition, and avoid disrupting the development of competition
in the local telecommunications market."'37 Regardless, the Commission's
policies have done just the opposite, particularly in the BSP areas.
The lack of fair access compensation allows BSPs' incumbent and nonin-
cumbent competitors (that today include cellular and Voice over Internet Pro-
tocol ("VoIP") service providers) that access their networks to terminate calls
with an unfair competitive advantage. The competitors do not have to adjust
their local service or long-distance rates to the higher network costs of serving
the area. Instead, they actually have their retail rates subsidized by the BSPs'
capped low access rates. 3 They are essentially implementing business plans
that depend upon these unsustainable subsidies. These companies use the regu-
latory arbitrage created by non-cost-based interstate access rates to "game" the
BSP access system and spur their own competitive price programs. This
scheme further erodes the BSPs' ability to maintain its revenues and conse-
quently hinders their network from remaining competitive.
Notice what is occurring in the BSP markets: setting network access at rates
that are far below the BSPs' forward-looking economic costs is forcing the
BSP to either (1) absorb the missing revenue (thus sending inefficient and in-
correct investment signals that result in discouraging competitive entry in addi-
tional small communities); or (2) cross-subsidize its own competitors by at-
tempting to increase local access rates or SLC charges (a theoretical option that
is actually nonexistent). This also sends an erroneous investment signal, this
time to the incumbent and other competitors using the BSPs' network at below
http://www.xchangemag.com/articles/471 window I.html.
136 CLEC Access Order 1, supra note 1, 44.
137 Id. 74.
138 [L]ow access rates are operating as a windfall for the IXCs, including Qwest.
They are profiting at PrairieWave's expense, and unfairly so because of the impact of
incumbent rate averaging on PrairieWave's rate caps. While the financial impact to
Sprint and Qwest may not be significant to them, the combined impact to PrairieWave
from all 30+ IXCs is significant to its operations, representing approximately 20% of
its operating cash flow.
Prairie Wave Petition for Waiver Reply Comments, supra note 33, at 14.
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forward-looking economic costs. Worse, since these two signals are interde-
pendent, they reinforce themselves, creating a capital investment inefficiency
spiral that is dynamically unsustainable. It simultaneously destroys the BSP
capital base that is supporting the dependency while encouraging BSP com-
petitors to expand using business models based on faulty economic costs.
Moreover, this situation distorts the determination of true operating and
marginal costs for both BSPs and their competitors, interfering with the setting
of consumer rates. Is it really fair to BSP consumers to expect them to subsi-
dize incumbents and other competitors because a BSP is forced to increase
local rates in order to offset the loss of access revenue?'39 Does not the inability
of a BSP to recover its network access cost restrict its ability to drive consumer
prices down, an express goal of the Act? And when a BSP is no longer able to
maintain its network due to a lack of adequate access revenue, how are its
competitors going to replace that physical consumer connection? Is not the
likely result a disruption of service, a violation of universal service goals, and
an increase in consumer rates? Who is going to pay for the uncompensated
taking of the BSPs' networks? In short, the market mechanism that is supposed
to produce true, competitive rates in real time is short circuited and inoperable,
and the consequences are severe.
The resulting market entry signals investment and competitive pricing ac-
tivities are inefficient and ultimately destabilizing. The rapid rise and fall of the
UNE-based CLEC resellers over the past several years has vividly demon-
strated this. This is not a new industry phenomenon. This same inequity in ac-
cess revenue worked to undermine the early independent telephone companies
in the 1900s. 4 Today you can also see this trend in the new flat rate calling
plans from fast growing, national substitute service competitors like the cellu-
lar service providers and, most recently, the new VoIP companies. 4' This is the
119 See SHARKEY, supra note 22, at 49 ("[T]he existence of a subsidy introduces a distor-
tion of its own because nonusers of a product [in this case, network access] are required to
pay part of the cost for the users [the other carriers using the network to terminate their calls
and data traffic]."); see also MITCHELL & VOGELSANG, supra note 11, at 33 (raising the fair-
ness issues).
140 Although AT&T began to liberalize its connection policy, the toll revenues de-
rived from interconnection were not divided equitably with the independents. Specifi-
cally, the formula for sharing toll revenues [which at that time included network ac-
cess] did not recognize the vital contribution that local facilities made to the provision
of long distance. As a result, the independents did not receive adequate compensation
for the local facilities that initiated and terminated long distance calls in their territo-
ries. This made them less profitable than the Bell System companies and, ultimately,
less appealing to investors.
WILSON, supra note 11, at 17.
141 The potential for Intemet-based services to compete unfairly with network owners
has long been recognized.
The Internet does not exist in isolation. It uses the same basic transport facilities and is
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direct result of the mandated application of "artificial" incumbent access rate
caps as opposed to the application of true forward-looking economic cost con-
cepts to access rate determinations.'42
As discussed above, the Commission has recognized the dangers of pricing
access below forward-looking economic costs. Economists also support the
theory that unfair cross-subsidization occurs when rates are set below relevant
costs of production.'43
Q. The Rural Exemption Is Ineffective for Rural BSPs
The Commission's current structural method of addressing these matters is
through the so-called "rural exemption." "We also adopt a rural exemption to
our benchmark scheme, recognizing that a higher level of access charges is
justified for certain CLECs serving truly rural areas.""'
We conclude that the record supports the creation of a rural exemption to permit rural
CLECs competing with non-rural ILECs to charge access rates above those charged by the
competing ILEC. First, we note that such a device is consistent with the Commission's ob-
ligations, under section 254(d)(3) of the Act and section 706 of the 1996 Act, to encourage
the deployment to rural areas of the infrastructure necessary to support advanced telecom-
munications services and of the services themselves. The record indicates that CLECs often
are more likely to deploy in rural areas the new facilities capable of supporting advanced
calling features and advanced telecommunications services than are non-rural ILECs,
potentially capable of offering the same services-including plain old telephony-as
the heavily regulated, taxed, and subsidized telephone network .... Arbitrage opportu-
nities whereby Internet service providers can cherry pick traditional telecommunica-
tions customers, whose costs have been artificially inflated by universal service and ac-
cess charge levies, will abound.
Bill Frezza, Technology v. Egalitarianism: The Universal Service Challenge, in CATO
INST., REGULATORS' REVENGE, supra note 3 1, at 146.
The economics of the Internet is thus under strain, and the Internet's unbridled growth,
a source of both entrepreneurial pride and economic dynamism, is under question. No
solution to the problem of additional investment is likely to be found unless or until the
prices charged for Internet service reflect the costs of providing it.
See also DUESTERBERG & GORDON, supra note 108, at 20.
142 The Interstate Commerce Commission ("ICC") created virtually identical rate distor-
tion and capital flow problems in its early rate-setting rules for interstate trucking. See
SHARKEY, supra note 22, at 27 ("[T]he inflexibility of the ICC may have intensified epi-
sodes of instability by preventing a rational restructuring of rates and the consequent flow of
capital into the most productive sectors of the industry."). This is exactly what is now occur-
ring in PrairieWave's small community markets because of the use of incumbent-based
access rate caps instead of actual costs.
143 "[T]he test for cross-subsidization reduces to the constraint that revenues must cover
incremental costs of production." SHARKEY, supra note 22, at 42. Under the present incum-
bent rate caps, PrairieWave's network access revenues do not cover its proper share of net-
work operating costs, and this leads directly to the subsidization of competitors using its
network to terminate calls or data traffic. See supra note 59 (summarizing the PrairieWave
cost study results).
144 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 3.
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which are more likely first to deploy such facilities in their more concentrated, urban mar-
kets. Given the role that CLECs appear likely to play in bringing the benefits of new tech-
nologies to rural areas, we are reluctant to limit unnecessarily their spread by restricting
them to the access rates of non-rural ILECs.1
45
We are persuaded by the CLEC comments indicating that they experience much higher
costs, particularly loop costs, when serving a rural area with a diffuse customer base than
they do when serving a more concentrated urban or suburban area. The CLECs argue that,
lacking the lower-cost urban operations that non-rural ILECs can use to subsidize their ru-
ral operations, the CLECs should be permitted to charge more for access service, as do the
small rural incumbents that charge the National Exchange Carrier Association ("NECA")
schedule rates. We note in this regard that a rural exemption will also create parity between
the rural CLECs competing with NECA carriers and those competing with non-rural
ILECs.1
46
Our intent is that this exemption will permit a CLEC to tariff access rates above the com-
peting ILEC's only when the competing ILEC has broad-based operations that include
concentrated, urban areas that allow it to subsidize its rural operations and therefore charge
an artificially low rate for access to its rural customers. We conclude that the most effective
and objective means of accomplishing this is to allow the rural exemption only to those
CLECs that are competing with price-cap ILECs that do not qualify as "rural telephone
companies" under the Act's definition.1
47
This is precisely the situation in which PrairieWave finds itself: competing
against Qwest and Frontier in its small community markets. However, while
the Order recognizes the real problems confronted by a BSP in a situation like
PrairieWave, it defines the companies eligible for the rural exemption so nar-
rowly that PrairieWave cannot qualify. Instead of looking at subscriber density
factors, the true measure and the ultimate cause of higher network costs, the
exemption focuses on an arbitrary population limit of 50,000.1" As a result,
extraneous factors unrelated to actual network construction and operating costs
can influence the application of the exemption. Such factors include growth
and the annexation of previously built rural areas by larger communities and
incidental BSP interconnection points of presence located in larger communi-
ties, all of which have played a part in PrairieWave's inability to qualify for the
exemption. 49
145 Id. 65.
146 Id. 66.
147 Id. 79.
148 Id. 77 75-76.
149 PrairieWave's situation is highly instructive on this point: "PrairieWave serves 24
very rural communities ranging in population from a few hundred to just over 20,000 in-
habitants." PrairieWave Petition for Waiver, supra note 4, at 3.
PrairieWave operates in the eastern half of a semi-circle area lying within a 90-mile ra-
dius from Sioux Falls, South Dakota (a small community with a population of ap-
proximately 124,000). By any reasonable definition, this is an isolated area, as even a
cursory look at a map of the United States indicates. [The nearest metropolitan areas
are Omaha, over 180 miles ("miles" means road miles, not airline miles) to the south,
and Fargo/Moorhead, almost 250 miles to the north. The nearest major population cen-
ters are Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minnesota, 270 miles to the northeast and Des Moines,
Iowa, about 285 miles to the southeast. The nearest major metropolitan area, other than
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Even for those BSPs that do qualify for the rural exemption, relief is incom-
plete at best. This is because the rural exemption simply allows the company to
substitute the National Exchange Carrier Association ("NECA") interstate bill-
ing rate instead of the incumbent benchmark rate. This is, in itself, just another
(albeit higher) benchmark rate. Significantly, it completely ignores the fact that
a NECA member is also entitled to a portion of the NECA IXC pool to cover
its full interstate network access costs. The unfortunate BSP, however, is not
allowed to receive this portion of the pool compensation, and is therefore struc-
turally prevented from recovering its true network costs.'
Accordingly, the rural exemption is theoretically flawed and provides an ap-
parent remedy but no effective relief. It is also totally unnecessary if the Com-
mission uses forward-looking economic access cost studies as the basis for all
BSP access rates.
Minneapolis/St. Paul is Chicago, more than 550 miles to the east. To the west there is
virtually no major population center until Denver, Colorado, more than 620 miles
away. Prairie Wave Petition for Waiver Reply Comments, supra note 33, at 5 n.16]
PrairieWave's network configuration also attests to the rural nature of its operations. Its
line density is approximately 6.67 lines per square mile of plant. By contrast, Qwest's
average line density in South Dakota is approximately 17.59 lines per mile of plant
while PrairieWave's ILEC affiliate has a line density of 5.89 lines per mile of plant.
This is strong proof that PrairieWave's actual network costs and rats should be far
closer to a small ILEC's rates than to Qwest's averaged interstate rate.
PrairieWave Petition for Waiver Reply Comments, supra note 33, at 5-6. Yet PrairieWave
is unable to qualify for the rural exemption. Why? Because its corporate office (to which it
provides its own telephone service) and portions of its network lie in areas that have been
annexed by Sioux Falls. As a result, the company was forced to enter into an Open Video
System ("OVS") License agreement with Sioux Falls to protect its cable plant investment.
See id. at 4, 9-10. Even MCI, a commenter in the PrairieWave Petition proceeding, "agrees
with PrairieWave that it is in the unique situation of providing service to a limited number
of customers in Sioux Falls and that to apply the rural exemption limit of 50,000 inhabitants
to this particular situation would be unjust." Id. at 6. This is a perfect example of the prob-
lems created by an arbitrary population limit rather than a line density factor or, even better,
an actual cost study, which would automatically compensate for the blending of costs from
combining a limited number of "large community" customers with an otherwise rural sub-
scriber base.
150 In PrairieWave's situation, under the NECA rural exemption rate, it would be al-
lowed to bill $0.026611 per interstate Minute of Use ("MOU"). Prairie Wave Petition for
Waiver Reply Comments, supra note 33, at 14. While its forward-looking cost study sup-
ports a rate of $0.050879 per MOU, almost twice the rural exemption amount. By contrast,
"[tlhe composite rate for the incumbent Qwest for all elements is $0.0066, which is the rate
PrairieWave was obliged to charge effective June 20, 2004 pursuant to CLEC Order I and as
codified in 47 C.F.R. 61.26(c)." Prairie Wave Petition for Waiver, supra note 4, at 6-7.
The difference is substantial, representing several million dollars per year in lost access
revenue and operating cash flow, effectively preventing PrairieWave from raising additional
capital to enter new markets. See supra note 108.
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IV. NEGOTIATED INTERCONNECTION ACCESS AGREEMENTS ARE
INEFFECTIVE IN BSP MARKETS
A. The Problem of Unequal Bargaining Power
If actual active access markets do not exist to set BSP access rates, it is nev-
ertheless possible to use market-like mechanisms to attempt to establish these
rates. The use of bilateral negotiated agreements between BSPs and those us-
ing their networks is one example. However, negotiated agreements presume
equal bargaining power.' When it comes to interconnection, the new market
BSP competitor has none.'52
In fact, the Commission has specifically rejected the reliance on individual
negotiated agreements as a preferred method in setting just compensation due
to unequal bargaining power. In the context of the § 251 interconnection rules,
the Commission noted that the existing RBOCs enjoyed unequal bargaining
power, especially with smaller companies and new market entrants.'53
As noted earlier, in the context of CLEC access rates, the Commission de-
termined that some CLECs had used the tariff process to "impose excessive
access charges on IXCs and their customers" by setting "access rates that were
subject neither to negotiation nor to regulation designed to ensure their reason-
ableness. These CLECs have then relied on their tariff to demand payment
from IXCs for access services that the long distance carriers likely would have
declined to purchase at the tariffed rate."'54
The Commission also noted that interconnecting "carriers may have incen-
tives to make unreasonable demands or otherwise fail to act in good faith"55
and found that this is exactly what was occurring in the CLEC access area
where IXCs were arbitrarily changing CLEC access bills or refusing to pay.'56
151 The assumption that the "best" or most efficient allocation of resources is
achieved by free-market forces rests in part upon an assumption that there is a "proper"
allocation of bargaining power among the parties affected. Where the existing division
of such bargaining power is "unequal," it may be thought that regulation is justified in
order to achieve a better balance.
BREYER, supra note 11, at 32.
152 See supra Part II.B and accompanying notes.
153 [T]he requirements in section 251 obligate incumbent LECs to provide intercon-
nection to competitors that seek to reduce the incumbent's subscribership and weaken
the incumbent's dominant position in the market. Generally, the new entrant has little
to offer the incumbent. Thus, an incumbent LEC is likely to have scant, if any, eco-
nomic incentive to reach agreement.
Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 141; see also id. 55, 241, 245; 47 U.S.C. §
251 (2000).
154 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 2.
155 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 141.
156 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 23. PrairieWave still has significant problems
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Given these competing and often conflicting goals, the Commission concluded
that voluntary agreements are not per se invalid, but additional rules are neces-
sary to encourage fair negotiations and arrangements.'57
B. Wireless in Wonderland: BSPs in a Position of Unequal Bargaining Power
CMRS providers were given special treatment in the Local Competition Or-
der, primarily because of complaints by the cellular companies that they did
not have the bargaining power to negotiate fair network interconnection and
access agreements with the RBOCs and large IXCs. As a result, cellular access
problems became a special case of the impact of unequal bargaining power on
negotiated access rates.'58 The self-serving nature of these claims should have
triggered a more in-depth exploration by the Commission. Cellular growth had
proceeded rapidly without any special Commission access orders, 59 largely
with large IXCs refusing to pay legitimate access charges. How can a small BSP bargain
with a huge company that simply refuses to pay its bill? There is no fast remedy other than
costly and time-consuming regulatory proceedings and litigation for tariff violations, a situa-
tion where the Commission has a long history of unsuccessfully wrangling with the large
RBOCs and IXCs, including AT&T. The Commission itself has recognized (then proceeded
to ignore) this problem in the rural access payment environment.
We are concerned that the IXCs appear routinely to be flouting their obligations under
the tariff system. Additionally, the IXCs' attempt to bring pressure to bear on CLECs
has resulted in litigation both before the Commission and in the courts. And finally, the
uncertainty of litigation has created substantial financial uncertainty for parties on both
sides of the dispute. This uncertainty, in turn, poses a significant threat to the continued
development of local-service competition, and it may dampen CLEC innovation and
the development of new product offerings.
Id. 23. The real remedy, denial of network access, is foreclosed by the mandatory inter-
connection rules. This situation requires continued Commission regulation in the form of
access rate determinations, at least in the rural BSP markets. See supra Part II.C and accom-
panying notes.
'57 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 1 56; CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1,
11 4, 40. PrairieWave believes that its experiences (described in detail below) prove that the
huge size and economic power of the various players that access its networks make negoti-
ated agreements totally unworkable for rural BSPs. The only effective solution is a return to
tariffed rates based on company-specific costs, at least for the rural BSPs.
158 "Many CMRS providers contend that they are unable to negotiate interconnection
arrangements based on mutual or reciprocal compensation because of incumbent LEC bar-
gaining power." Local Competition Order, supra note 12, T 1080. "LECs have used their
unequal bargaining position to impose asymmetrical rates for CMRS providers and, in some
instances, have charged CMRS providers origination as well as termination charges." Id. 1
1087.
159 According to the Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association's annual sur-
veys, from January 1, 1986 through December 31, 1995, cellular subscribers jumped
9,831% to 33.8 million. CELLULAR TELECOMM. & INTERNET Ass'N, CTIA SEMI-ANNUAL
WIRELESS SURVEY (2005), http://files.ctia.org/pdf/CTIAMidYear2OO5Survey.pdf. For the
three-year period from 1993 through 1995, subscribers jumped by 22.8 million, an increase
of 2,0 6 2%. Id. During that same three-year period, the cumulative industry capital invest-
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because many of the cellular companies are, in fact, owned by the large
RBOCs and IXCs. 6 ° Of course, there was never any showing that unequal bar-
gaining power existed in favor of BSPs or, for that matter, ILECs, in small ru-
ral markets. In fact, the much larger size of the cellular carriers resulted in the
exact opposite effect where the cellular companies used their bargaining clout
buttressed by the Commission's own special wireless access orders to force
BSPs into highly unfavorable interconnection agreements. 6 '
Nevertheless, based on the alleged inadequacies of negotiated agreements,
the Commission ordered all LECs, including small rural ILECs and BSPs, to
interconnect with all requesting cellular companies,'62 albeit on special terms.
Despite its insistence on being technology neutral, 63 the Commission violated
its own neutrality objectives and ordered mandatory interconnection for all
ment more than doubled from $11.2 billion to $24.1 billion. In 1996, the year of the Local
Competition Order, and prior to its impact on wireless access rates, the number of subscrib-
ers increased by 10.2 million, the largest increase in the industry's history to date. Id. This is
not an industry that needed special interconnection treatment in rural BSP markets. More-
over, given that most of this growth was in large metropolitan areas, it contradicts the
Commission's "finding" that most calls were local, at least as applied to BSP markets. See
infra note 167. The truth is that most wireless calls in BSP markets are true long-distance
calls that originate in large markets and terminate over the BSP networks at unjustly low
rates.
160 Verizon Wireless, Sprint, Qwest Wireless, and AT&T Wireless were four prime ex-
amples operating in PrairieWave's markets at the time. Today, the concentration of wireless
carriers in the hands of large incumbent ILECs has continued with the merger of Nextel and
Sprint and the acquisition of Western Wireless by ALLTEL. See PHIL CUSICK & RICHARD
CHOE, BEAR STEARNS, WIRELESS 101: A U.S. WIRELESS INDUSTRY PRIMER 5 (2005) ("[T]he
top four [wireless] carriers currently control (including affiliates) around 84% of the mar-
ket."); VIKTOR SHVETS ET AL., DEUTSCHE BANK, WIRELESS INDUSTRY: THE STATE OF PLAY 8
(2005) ("The top three wireless providers in any geographic market generally serve 80% of
the area and have a scale and scope advantage."). TIMOTHY HORAN ET AL., CANADIAN IMPE-
RIAL BANK OF COMMERCE, TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, TRANSFER OF COVERAGE: WE
FAVOR WIRELESS AND CABLE OVER WIRELINE 3 (2005). How these giants claim to lack bar-
gaining power with rural market BSPs is beyond understanding, either in 1996 or today.
161 See supra Part III.E and accompanying notes.
162 The Commission finds that telecommunications carriers may request interconnec-
tion under section 25 l(c)(2) to provide telephone exchange or exchange access service,
or both. If the request is for such purpose, the incumbent LEC must provide intercon-
nection in accordance with section 25 1(c)(2) and the Commission's rules thereunder to
any telecommunications carrier, including interexchange carriers and commercial mo-
bile radio service (CMRS) providers.
Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 26.
Sections 251, 252, 332 and 201 are designed to achieve the common goal of establish-
ing interconnection and ensuring interconnection on terms and conditions that are just,
reasonable, and fair. It is consistent with the broad authority of these provisions to hold
that we may apply sections 251 and 252 to LEC-CMRS interconnection.
Id. 1023. "Incumbent LECs must accordingly make interconnection available to these
CMRS providers in conformity with the terms of sections 25 1(c) and 252, including offering
rates, terms, and conditions that are just, reasonable and nondiscriminatory." Id. 1012.
163 See supra note 16 and accompanying text.
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wireless carriers under what are known as reciprocal compensation arrange-
ments.'6 Without the ability of the parties to negotiate mutually satisfactory
reciprocal compensation arrangements, BSPs were forced to terminate all cel-
lular traffic without compensation.
1 65
Reciprocal compensation arrangements are unique forms of interconnection
agreements. They essentially call for each party to pay the same rate to each
other for exchanged traffic. This is obviously unfair when the underlying costs
are not equivalent, which is exactly the case in BSP markets due to the rela-
tively high cost of BSP networks and the poor coverage of cellular service in
these areas (which drastically lowers the cost of wireless network operations).
This cost disparity is especially pronounced when the BSP is asked to termi-
nate minutes that originate in low cost metropolitan areas. In essence, the
Commission once again ignored the network cost differences in small rural
markets, just as it did in the CLEC Access Orders, and planted the seeds for
further distortion of the BSPs' financial results. The BSPs provide exactly the
same service as in terminating any other minute, yet the rates are drastically
reduced for cellular carriers. This is an economic efficiency distortion specifi-
cally applicable to cellular competitive service and a violation of the Commis-
sion's own nondiscrimination rules as well."6
But the Commission did not stop there. It presumed that cellular minutes are
largely local in nature and not subject to access rates at all in three-steps. First,
it created a special rule defining local calls for cellular purposes as any call
originating and terminating in a cellular Metropolitan Trading Area ("MTA"),
a massively expansive definition of the normal local call definition. 67 The
164 "The Commission concludes that LECs are obligated, pursuant to section 251(b)(5)
and the corresponding pricing standards of section 252(d)(2) to enter into reciprocal com-
pensation arrangements with CMRS providers, including paging providers, for the transport
and termination of traffic on each other's networks." Local Competition Order, supra note
12, 34.
All CMRS providers offer telecommunications. Accordingly, LECs are obligated, pur-
suant to section 251(b)(5) (and the corresponding pricing standards of section
252(d)(2)), to enter into reciprocal compensation arrangements with all CMRS provid-
ers, including paging providers, for the transport and termination of traffic on each
other's networks, pursuant to the rules covering reciprocal compensation set forth in
Section XI.B, below.
Id. 1008.
165 See, e.g., infra note 175.
166 See infra Part IV.B and accompanying notes.
167 On the other hand, in light of the Commission's exclusive authority to define the
authorized license areas of wireless carriers, we will define the local service area for
calls to or from a CMRS network for the purposes of applying reciprocal compensation
obligations under section 251(b)(5) .... Because wireless licensed territories are fed-
erally authorized, and vary in size, we conclude that the largest FCC-authorized wire-
less license territory (i.e., MTA) serves as the most appropriate definition for local ser-
vice area for CMRS traffic for purposes of reciprocal compensation under section
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Commission backstopped this finding by holding that state commissions have
no authority over wireless operations and the states' normal local/long-distance
definitions do not apply.'68 In its second step, the Commission bootstrapped its
"finding" of the local nature of cellular calls into a determination that recipro-
cal compensation arrangements are the preferred and legal method for cellular
access rates.'69 Finally, the Commission made a specific finding based on the
251 (b)(5) as it avoids creating artificial distinctions between CMRS providers. Accord-
ingly, traffic to or from a CMRS network that originates and terminates within the
same MTA is subject to transport and termination rates under section 25 1 (b)(5), rather
than interstate and intrastate access charges.
Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 1036. This finding is in direct opposition to the
Commission's own regulatory and technology neutrality objectives. See supra Part II.A and
accompanying notes. The finding favors the large established cellular operators at the ex-
pense of small market BSPs, and cellular technology at the expense of wireline competitors.
It is important to realize just how expansive the Metropolitan Trading Areas ("MTAs") are,
especially in relation to BSP markets. In March 1995, the Commission arbitrarily divided
the country into fifty-one geographic MTAs. See CUSICK & CHOE, supra note 160, at 39.
The MTA that encompasses PrairieWave's markets includes all of Minnesota, North Da-
kota, South Dakota and parts of Wisconsin, Iowa, Montana and Wyoming. The effect of the
Commission's decision is thus to convert substantially all of what would normally be long-
distance calls subject to interstate and intrastate access rates to local calls. Put into practical
terms, a regulatory policy that treats a wireless call from northern Wisconsin to Lead, a
small PrairieWave community in the northern Black Hills of western South Dakota, as a
"local call" simply defies common sense.
168 See Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 1 1025 ("We note that Section 332 gen-
erally precludes states from rate and entry regulation of CMRS providers, and thus, differen-
tiates CMRS providers from other carriers."). "With the exception of traffic to or from a
CMRS network, state commissions have the authority to determine what geographic areas
should be considered 'local areas' for the purpose of applying reciprocal compensation...
"Id. 1035.
We will not permit entry regulation through the exercise of states' sections 251/252 au-
thority or otherwise. In this regard, we note that states may not impose on CMRS carri-
ers rate and entry regulation as a pre-condition to participation in interconnection
agreements that may be negotiated and arbitrated pursuant to sections 251 and 252.
Id. 1026. The result is a direct violation of the Commission's own nondiscrimination stan-
dards since it removes cellular carriers from intrastate access rates set by the state agencies.
See infra note 188. This also substantially decreases BSP intrastate access revenue, yet an-
other basis for finding the current regulatory scheme unconstitutional. See supra Part II.C
and accompanying notes. But far worse, it arbitrarily tosses aside over 100 years of lo-
cal/long-distance market definitions made by the various states based on historical exchange
development, Extended Area Service ("EAS") calling patterns, and existing geographical
and economic communities of interest.
169 We conclude, however, as a legal matter, that transport and termination of local
traffic are different services than access service for long distance telecommunications.
Transport and termination of local traffic for purposes of reciprocal compensation are
governed by sections 251(b)(5) and 252(d)(2), while access charges for interstate long
distance traffic are governed by sections 201 and 202 of the Act. The Act preserves the
legal distinction between charges for transport and termination of local traffic and in-
terstate and intrastate charges for terminating long distance traffic .... [R]eciprocal
compensation for transport and termination of calls is intended for a situation in which
two carriers collaborate to complete a local call .... We find that the reciprocal com-
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first two steps, that cellular traffic is mostly local traffic and therefore not sub-
ject to access rates at all.'70
Most recently, the Commission and various states, eager to encourage the
spread of cellular service into rural areas, have liberalized the rules for allow-
ing cellular carriers to obtain ETC status allowing them to access the USF
without first providing complete coverage at minimum service levels.'7 ' This
was another instance of Commission policy favoring cellular technology at the
expense of BSPs. This is alarming since, until recently, BSPs have had to first
make the investment to provide ubiquitous service throughout a Study Area
prior to qualifying for USF funding.'72
pensation provisions of section 251(b)(5) for transport and termination of traffic do not
apply to the transport or termination of interstate or intrastate interexchange traffic.
Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 1033-34. While perhaps technically correct,
when coupled with the Commission's MTA finding, the result is devastating for BSPs in
their small rural markets. This is nothing but regulatory fiat defining local calls in such and
unusual way as to completely erode any rational distinction between local and long-distance
calling. See supra note 168.
170 [T]raffic between an incumbent LEC and a CMRS network that originates and
terminate within the same MTA (defined based on the parties' locations at the begin-
ning of the call) is subject to transport and termination rates under section 251(b)(5),
rather than interstate of intrastate access charges .... [M]ost traffic between LECs and
CMRS providers is not subject to interstate access charges unless it is carried by an
IXC ....
Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 1043. This is a perfect example of the logical
fallacy of tautological reasoning, since the Commission had previously defined the market
area for local calling as the MTA, which covers a huge geographic region compared to Prai-
rieWave's markets and by its very size resulted in converting most of what had normally
been long-distance minutes into local calls. See supra note 167. The resulting dodge of nor-
mal network access costs unfairly distorts the cellular business model, causes inefficient
market entry by the cellular companies, distorts consumer buying patterns, unjustly (and
unconstitutionally) forces the BSP to terminate cellular minutes at rates far below their ac-
tual costs, and simultaneously prevents the BSPs from shifting cost recovery because of the
low cellular retail rates. See supra Part III.K and accompanying notes. It is a vicious circle
of forced subsidization by the BSP of an inherently inefficient cellular business model, at
least in rural communities. "Wireless's cannibalizing access lines much more quickly and to
a greater extent than anticipated-per minute pricing for wireless is now below wireline's
and declining 25% per year." HORAN ET AL., supra note 160, at 9. This subsidization is set to
escalate: "Wireless pricing is set to drop below wireline and be half the price within four
years, increasing the rate at which consumers displace wireline in favor of wireless." Id. at
8. Put another way, cross-subsidization of wireless access by BSPs is setting the BSP up for
yet further decreases in retail rates as consumers, lulled by the inherent economic distortions
of the Commission's network regulatory policy in this area, wrongly select the subsidized
wireless service. It is not hard to see that this cannot be sustained indefinitely. See supra
Part III.P and accompanying notes.
'71 See CUSICK & CHOE, supra note 160, at 54. The further subsidization of rural cellular
development has escalated quickly in recent years. "The sum received by wireless providers
soared to about $230 million last year [2004], from $2.6 million in 2000." Paul Davidson,
Rural Phone Service Fund Under Seige, USA TODAY, Jan. 20, 2005, at 3B.
172 This is an obvious violation of the Commission's own neutrality principles as well as
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There are several problems with the Commission's analysis in general and
as applied to BSP markets specifically. First, the presumption of local calling,
the requirement of mandatory interconnection based on reciprocal compensa-
tion, and the requirement of free traffic termination in the absence of such
agreements gave the cellular companies huge bargaining leverage over the
LECs, especially the small rural ILECs and BSPs. In many instances, the cellu-
lar companies simply refused to bargain with BSPs, forcing them to terminate
traffic for no compensation. 73 It took years for PrairieWave to negotiate recip-
rocal compensation arrangements. 74 Even when negotiations have taken place,
a substantial additional strain on USF funding in general.
173 This is exactly what happened to PrairieWave. From 1996, the date of the Local
Competition Order, until 2003, PrairieWave was unable to recover any compensation for
terminating wireless minutes. A letter from Qwest Wireless to PrairieWave sets forth the
uncooperativeness of the wireless companies under the Local Competition Order's special
provisions:
Qwest Wireless has received PrairieWave Telephone Company's statement(s) for ac-
cess/termination charges in connection with PrairieWave Telephone Company's termi-
nation of traffic originated by Qwest Wireless' subscribers .... Qwest Wireless will
not pay PrairieWave Telephone Company's charges .... Since 1996, the Act has set
the framework governing reciprocal compensation for carriers exchanging local tele-
communications traffic. Under Section 252 of the Act, reciprocal compensation obliga-
tions exist only under an interconnection agreement negotiated between the parties, to
provide for mutual and reciprocal recovery by each carrier of costs associated with the
transport and termination of each carrier's network of the calls that originate on the
network facilities of the other carrier. Qwest has no legal duty to pay the charges set
forth in your statement(s). Qwest Wireless has never entered into any contract with
PrairieWave Telephone Company and has not otherwise agreed to pay PrairieWave
Telephone Company's charges such as those in the statement(s). In the absence of an
interconnection agreement negotiated under the Act, the exchange of traffic between
Qwest Wireless and PrairieWave Telephone Company is a de facto bill-and-keep ar-
rangement .... Until such time as an agreement is negotiated, however, the existing
bill-and-keep system is the appropriate compensation method.
Letter from Gary Settell, Manager, Wireless Engineer, Qwest Wireless, to Craig Anderson,
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, PrairieWave Communications (June 19, 2003) (on
file with author). A better example of the unequal bargaining power between Qwest, one of
the original RBOCs, and the small BSPs cannot be found. It took PrairieWave almost two
more years to negotiate an agreement with Qwest Wireless. This agreement was signed on
December 18, 2003, and was approved by the South Dakota PUC on January 28, 2004, and
by the Minnesota PUC on February 18, 2004. For over seven years, Qwest was able to ter-
minate wireless traffic on PrairieWave's network without paying any compensation to Prai-
rieWave, a direct result of mandatory interconnection and resulting in the unconstitutional
taking of PrairieWave's network without just compensation.
174 Here, in brief, is PrairieWave's experience with wireless reciprocal compensation
negotiations: T-Mobile USA signed August 24, 2004 and accepted by the Minnesota PUC
on September 30, 2004 (T-Mobile has refused to enter into an agreement for South Dakota
and Iowa); Sprint Spectrum L.P. signed August 11, 2003 and accepted by the Minnesota
PUC on September 22, 2003 (Sprint has refused to enter into an agreement for South Dakota
and Iowa); Great Lakes of Iowa signed January 7, 2005 and accepted by the Iowa Utilities
board on February 23, 2005 (no agreements are required in South Dakota or Minnesota);
AT&T Wireless Service, Inc. signed October 7, 2004 and accepted by the Minnesota PUC
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these presumptions have resulted in lopsided agreements with unrealistically
low network access rates.'75 Second, by imposing a mismatch of the cellular
MTA boundaries with BSP market boundaries, the Commission recreated in
the wireless area the same resulting distortions in proper access rates as oc-
curred with the imposition of incumbent benchmark rate caps using geographi-
cally averaged costs.'76 Third, the Commission's analysis is based on a faulty
premise-that cellular traffic is local in nature when based on the purely artifi-
cial MTA standard.'77 Fourth, it is premised on a finding that cellular compa-
nies do not compete with wireline providers.' Once again the lack of a com-
on November 1, 2004 (AT&T has refused to enter into agreements for South Dakota and
Iowa); Rural Cellular Corp., signed April 4, 2003 and accepted by the Minnesota PUC on
May 19, 2003 and by the South Dakota PUC on June 10, 2003 (no agreement is required for
Iowa); MidWest Wireless Communications, LLC Minnesota agreement signed July 29,
2003 and accepted by the Minnesota PUC on September 19, 2003, South Dakota agreement
signed July 25, 2003 and accepted by the South Dakota PUC on September 23, 2003, and
Iowa agreement signed May 3, 2005 and accepted by the Iowa Utilities Board on May 9,
2005; Wireless Alliance LLC signed April 4, 2003 and accepted by the South Dakota PUC
on June 10, 2003 and by the Minnesota PUC on May 19, 2003 (no Iowa agreement is re-
quired); Western Wireless corporation signed June 17, 2003 and accepted by the South Da-
kota and Minnesota PUC on July 18, 2003 and by the Iowa Utilities Board on July 23, 2003;
and Verizon Wireless Inc. signed January 20, 2003 and accepted by the Minnesota PUC on
February 14, 2003, by the South Dakota and on March 7, 2003 and by the Iowa Utilities
Board on March 10, 2003. The intransigence of the wireless carriers in PrairieWave's mar-
kets is, unfortunately, not unique to PrairieWave, but fairly typical of what most rural BSPs
have experienced and is a direct result of the unequal bargaining power created by the
Commission in the Local Competition Order.
175 The average terminating rate for PrairieWave wireless long-distance access minutes
under its existing reciprocal compensation agreements is $0.0005 per MOU. This compares
to an interstate cost study rate of approximately $0.054 and state approved intrastate rates of
approximately $0.069 in South Dakota, $0.059 in Minnesota, and $0.085 in Iowa. These
rate disparities are huge and the resulting lost revenue to PrairieWave is significant. More-
over, it is this type of disparity that directly contributes to the market and competitive distor-
tions discussed above. It is very interesting to note here that in the markets served by Sprint
affiliates, the interaffiliate access rate is $0.058 per MOU. See CUSICK & CHOE, supra note
160, at 23. It is a little bit more than mere coincidence that this almost mirrors Prai-
rieWave's cost-based access study rates for similar rural areas, and certainly highlights the
unjust disparities in network access rates created by the present cellular companies' bargain-
ing positions in small BSP markets. Because network access is an intermediary good with
respect to cellular operations, the result is that cellular expansion is occurring based on a
faulty network cost assumptions so distorted by poor regulatory decisions that their entire
business plan is flawed, at least as applied to rural BSP markets.
176 See supra Part III.E and accompanying notes.
117 This is the direct result of circular reasoning on the Commission's part, essentially
defining the market in a way that is prejudicial to small wireline BSPs and largely in favor
of large cellular operators. See supra note 167.
178 [T]he record in this proceeding contains no evidence that wireless local loops have
begun to replace wireline loops for the provision of local exchange service. Thus, until
such time that we deicide otherwise, CMRS providers will not be classified as LECs,
and are not subject to the obligations of section 25 1(b).
Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 1005. Unfortunately, both long-distance revenue
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plete record resulted in a poor decision.
The facts indicate that as early as 1996, cellular had already made great in-
roads into the LEC long-distance business, and was beginning to substitute for
local service lines as well.'79 Even the Commission acknowledged that wireless
then had the technical ability to compete.' And notwithstanding the impact of
cellular providers at the time of the Local Competition Order, today they have
become viable competitors to BSPs resulting in an erosion of rural carrier
long-distance and local service business.' According to the MTA Report,
"[Cjurrently wireless handsets comprise more than 50% of telephones used in
the U.S. Up to 50% of 18-30 year old purchasers use their wireless service
only and are entirely going away from traditional landline telephone service.
6% of all households already have only cellular service."'82 Clearly cellular
and local line substitution were beginning to increase in 1996, and there was no need for the
Commission to take such drastic actions favoring cellular providers. This is a textbook ex-
ample of "regulatory lag," albeit one which has had severe financial consequences for rural
BSPs.
179 Duesterberg and Gordon observed in 1998 that "[w]ith increasing frequency, new
products, such as wireless telephone connections, are replacing older ones and offering en-
hanced services as in the case of wireless telephony, mobility, and improved data transmis-
sion." DUESTERBERG & GORDON, supra note 108, at 4. "We believe that the replacement of
wireline phones with wireless is inevitable and has been happening for years." CUSICK &
CHOE, supra note 160, at 8; see supra note 159 (stating the facts concerning the status of this
multi-billion dollar industry in 1996).
180 [A]lthough CMRS providers are not currently classified as LECs, the fact that
most CMRS providers are capable, both technically and pursuant to the terms of their
licenses, of providing fixed services, as LECs do, buttresses our conclusion that these
CMRS providers offer services that are "comparable" to telephone exchange service
and supports the notion that these services may become a true economic substitute for
wireline local exchange service in the future.
Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 1013.
181 Competitors for local telephone service, including wireless, VolP, Internet mes-
saging and CATV, are competing successfully for local telephone service, and are
causing rapid, significant and measurable reductions in overall usage and reduced us-
age per telephone line for small telephone companies .... Wireless providers offer a
full range of voice and other competitive services ..... [They] continue to see signifi-
cant growth in handsets sold and Minutes of Use (MOU). Wireless providers are dis-
placing toll usage, which reduces access MOU for wireline carriers ... [and] ... are
displacing the purchase of second lines from wireline carriers.
MINN. TELECOM ALLIANCE, SMALL TELEPHONE CO. COMPETITION, A REPORT ON THE COM-
PETITIVE ENVIRONMENT OF A SAMPLING OF SMALL TELEPHONE COMPANIES, EXECUTIVE SUM-
MARY 1, COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS 1 (Feb. 2005).
182 Id. at 1. "At the end of 2004, there were more wireless subscribers than wireline in
the U.S.-182 million versus 176 million access lines-while in 1999 wireless subs only
totaled 30% of wireline." HORAN ET AL., supra note 160, at 21; see also CUSICK & CHOE,
supra note 160, at 1 ("By year-end 2004, the equivalent of 62% of the U.S. population
owned a cell phone. Carriers started 2005 with the best first quarter ever, adding 6.6 million
customers to end the quarter at 64% penetration."). They further noted that it was expected
"penetration [would] exceed 68% by year-end 2005, and [would] surpass 80% by 2012." Id.
at 5. These predictions are borne out by the Commission's recent local telephone competi-
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service is now acting as an active if not equal competitor even in the small
community BSP markets.
And this competition is having a real impact on small telephone company
revenues. "[S]mall telephone companies are losing market share quickly in
both minutes of use'83 and lines in service."'84 According to the MTA Report,
tion study: "At the end of 2004, end-user customers obtained local telephone service by
utilizing approximately 145.1 million incumbent local exchange carrier (ILEC) switched
access lines, 32.9 million competitive local exchange carrier (CLEC) switched access lines
[almost entirely ILEC lines resold under UNE], and 181.1 million mobile wireless telephone
service subscriptions." Press Release, Federal Communications Commission, FCC Releases
Data on Local Telephone Competition (July 8, 2005).
183 MINN. TELECOM ALLIANCE, supra note 181, at 3. See CUSICK & CHOE, supra note
160, at 9 ("Long distance minutes over wireless are rapidly increasing, as most wireless
customers today subscribe to a price plan that includes large (or unlimited) off-peak buckets
and long distance at no additional charge."). These pricing plans, of course, are made possi-
ble because local wireline network access is heavily subsidized by BSPs and other LECs,
creating a circular twisting of market economics and biasing consumer choices through
subsidized cellular retail rates. See supra Part III.M and accompanying notes. An economic
consequence of this regulatory distortion is that "[w]ireless is now cheaper than wireline for
many users-Wireless plans at $0.03-$0.08/minute are declining by 205 per year and are
already priced at or below wireline per minute pricing . H..." ORAN ET AL., supra note 160,
at 23.
Wireless rates per minute declined from $0.20 in 1999 to $0.06 currently, while gross
margins have been fairly stable. Wireline's effective rate per minute, on the other hand,
has been steady at $0.06 per minute, while margins have declined. As stated above, the
cost per minute for wireline may be increasing due to volume declines.
Id. at 22. The cause of these volume declines is subsidization of wireless network access
rates, an intermediate service and cost component of wireless service, by the very carriers
that wireless competes against, which allows the wireless carrier to reduce its rates and at-
tract additional customers while the BSP is losing these same customers and is prevented
from recouping its costs either through fair access rates or retail price adjustments. See su-
pra Part I1.M and accompanying notes.
184 MINN. TELECOM ALLIANCE, supra note 181, at 3. CUSICK & CHOE, supra note 160, at
9 ("[l]t is more common today to retain only one line for data and emergencies, and to get
one or more wireless phones for the family members. The loss of these [second] lines...
has slowed to a trickle and we believe most are gone at this point."). This is certainly Prai-
rieWave's experience-it currently averages only 1.04 lines per subscriber. However, even
this average is likely to continue to deteriorate as local line substitution will only increase in
the near future:
The final stage in the wireline migration is the complete and total migration, where
customers will give up their home phone completely and just use a wireless phone ....
people coming out of college don't ever turn on a landline, and the number of people
choosing to turn off an existing line is increasing .... These lines have migrated to
wireless and we think are indicative of the demographic shift to wireless that will only
accelerate going forward.
CUSICK & CHOE, supra note 160, at 10. "15 million wireline access lines have already been
dropped in the U.S. in favor of wireless phones. We estimate that another 20 million wire-
line phones will be replaced with wireless over the next four years .... HORAN ET AL.,
supra note 160, at 22. Again, this is directly tied to customer choices based on artificially
low cellular retail rates that are highly subsidized by the BSPs and other LECs. BSPs, like
PrairieWave, are being forced to subsidize cellular rates by allowing those carriers to use
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after growing through 2000, long-distance minutes of use ("MOU") have de-
clined by 8.5% through the end of 2003 and wireline MOU per access line de-
clined 10.5% while wireless terminating MOU grew by 1,222.5% during the
same period."5 This experience is very similar to what is occurring at Prai-
rieWave."'6
The result of all of these problems is an access rate situation that unfairly
discriminates in favor of wireless companies and against other wireline com-
panies, including BSPs in their own markets. 7 This is a clear violation of the
their networks at unjust rates.
185 See MINN. TELECOM ALLIANCE, supra note 181, at 2.
186 From February 2004 to February 2005, PrairieWave's long-distance MOU per sub-
scriber decreased by 9% while from March 2004 to March 2005, wireless terminating MOU
increased by 426%. Moreover, PrairieWave also tracks the impact on its originating access
minutes of use. From August 2004 to April 2005, wireless originating MOU had increased
77.6% while wireline originating MOU per subscriber decreased by 6.7% indicating a shift
towards the cellular carriers. This shift is largely magnified as a shift in access revenues
since PrairieWave's wireless access rate is $0.005 per MOU due to the unequal bargaining
power of the large cellular companies while its average wireline rate is $0.021 per MOU,
even under the unreasonably low benchmark interstate rate analyzed above. PrairieWave
estimates that it lost about $179,000 in long-distance revenues and over $500,000 in access
revenues over the last twelve months alone due to cellular competition and the related ac-
cess rate differences, holding aside the substantial additional access revenue lost because of
the incumbent benchmark rate caps. Moreover, given the continuing trends in the wireless
industry, and absent any changes in the regulatory environment, PrairieWave foresees that
these losses will compound themselves at about the same dollar amount each year. That is,
its retail long-distance and network access revenue losses are expected to be about $2.4
million over the next twelve months. To put this magnitude of loss in perspective, Prai-
rieWave could extend its broadband network to from 2,000 to 3,000 additional rural homes
per year if these rate distortions were eliminated. That is the approximate equivalent of one
entire small community per year. This is a significant economic distortion in PrairieWave's
rural service area.
187 Cellular companies used their ability to abuse the BSP access system to subsidize low
retail rates, thus further driving their penetration into BSP territories and allowing them to
capture more market share. Today, cellular service is now perceived as a substitute service
(undercutting one the fundamental reason for the FCC's special exemptions). BSPs not only
lose two revenue streams as subscribers switch to cellular (local service fees and LD), they
are also forced into a reduction of access revenue for the identical calling minutes. The re-
sult is that the BSPs must shift these lost revenues over to higher local service fees that, in
turn, drive more people to the subsidized lower priced cellular services. This is not fair
competition. Nor is it encouraging efficient capital investment. To the contrary, it is dis-
couraging BSP investment and encouraging the cellular companies to ride out the subsidies
by using BSP facilities to fund their expansion and grab market share. With USF, they are
now building towers in areas that would not otherwise be economical for them to do so
(even with their artificially lower access rates) allowing them to further erode the BSP sub-
scriber base and undercut the BSP's financial ability to operate their network. These results
are exactly the opposite results from the FCC's original goals. This is all going to fall apart
as the BSP revenue base shrinks and at a market disequilibrium due to the favoritism and
resulting subsidies granted to the cellular companies. Customers will be left with outdated
and unmaintained land line service at higher prices, which they will then abandon for lower
priced cellular service that is not of the same quality as the lifeline service. As fewer and
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Act and the Commission's own nondiscrimination standards.' All of this
could be solved by a return to the common sense local/long-distance calling
distinctions so carefully crafted by the states over the years along with com-
pany-specific cost standards for all service providers that use a BSP's net-
work.'89
The Commission acted wisely in rejecting voluntary agreements as a fair
mechanism for setting network access rates, and its failure to do so in the spe-
cific context of wireless carriers was simply wrong with correspondingly se-
vere consequences on BSP network revenues. Ubiquitous network sharing
must be mandatory to promote competition. Voluntary negotiated agreements
cannot lead to the desired result due to unequal bargaining power whether
based on market power or regulatory artifice. 90 All of this has proved true in
rural BSP markets.
C. "Bill-and-Keep" Would Further Distort BSP Markets and BSP Access Rates
The concept of "Bill-and-Keep" interconnection arrangements was consid-
ered by the Commission in detail in the Local Competition Order. It is by no
mere circumstance that it immediately follows the discussion of reciprocal
fewer landline customers remain, the cellular companies will be forced into "overbuilding"
rural areas by adding more tower sites. And guess what will happen to the service price?
With a dwindling free ride from the BSPs, the cellular prices will rise back up. So subscrib-
ers end up with a technically inferior service at higher prices. This is what happens when
government favors a new technology even with the best of intentions.
188 [P]rice differences based not on cost differences but on such considerations as
competitive relationships, the technology used by the requesting carrier, the nature of
the service the requesting carrier provides, or other factors not reflecting costs, the re-
quirements of the Act, or applicable rules, would be discriminatory and not permissible
under the new standard. Such examples include the imposition of different rates, terms
and conditions based on the fact that the competing provider does or does not compete
with the incumbent LEC, or offers service over wireless rather than wireline facilities.
We find that it would be unlawfully discriminatory, in violation of sections 251 and
252, if an incumbent LEC were to charge one class of interconnecting carriers, such as
CMRS providers, higher rates for interconnection than it charges other carriers, unless
the different rates could be justified by differences in the costs incurred by the incum-
bent LEC.
Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 861. One wonders whether the Local Competi-
tion Order was even checked for internal consistency.
189 It is significant that the Commission's decisions in this area were once again based on
an incomplete factual record as "the record contains no estimates of the cost of CMRS ter-
mination." Id. 1117. Bad facts make bad law, and no facts whatsoever yield truly disas-
trous results.
190 See BREYER, supra note 11, at 24. Economists also agree that bargaining, while a
form of market operations, is often unsuccessful due to transaction costs (especially with
large numbers of parties), uniformity and fairness issues (especially where network econo-
mies are involved), and asymmetrical information costs. Id.
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compensation, 9 for Bill-and-Keep is merely reciprocal compensation pushed
to its logical conclusion-no payments between the parties at all. Bill-and-
Keep arrangements are
those in which neither of the two interconnecting networks charges the other network for
terminating traffic that originated on the other network. Instead, each network recovers
from its own end users that cost of both originating traffic delivered to the other network
and terminating traffic received from the other network.1
92
The basic justification for Bill-and-Keep is administrative convenience and
regulatory simplification. 93 Other alleged justifications include economic effi-
ciency and technological neutrality.94 However, these alleged benefits, while
perhaps arguably occurring in major metropolitan areas, simply do not and
cannot occur in rural BSP markets.
To the contrary, Bill-and-Keep in rural BSP markets would only exacerbate
the market distortion problems already described above for many reasons.
First, to be fair and workable, Bill-and-Keep presumes that (1) traffic flow is
roughly equal between the carriers; and (2) that network costs are roughly
equivalent.'95 We have already discussed the numerous reasons why network
costs are dissimilar.'96 Not surprisingly, there are also massive imbalances in
traffic patterns given the small size of BSPs compared to the giant RBOCs,
IXCs, cellular companies, and other nationwide carriers.' Imposing Bill-and-
Keep would only further the economic distortions that already occur in BSP
markets.'98 Further, because Bill-and-Keep completely ignores company-
specific network operating costs, it results in an uncompensated taking under
the Fifth Amendment.'99 Bill-and-Keep is simply unconstitutional, especially as
applied to rural BSPs.
V. COMPANY-SPECIFIC COSTS AS THE ECONOMIC FOUNDATION
FOR FAIR BSP ACCESS RATES
If incumbent benchmark rates, special exemptions, and reciprocal compen-
'91 See Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 1096.
192 Id.
193 Id. 1101. Once again, administrative simplicity should not be used as a convenient
justification for the many economic distortions and harmful competitive impacts caused by
the desire to minimize regulation. See supra Part III.J and accompanying notes.
194 See id.
'9' See id. 1103.
196 See supra note 188 and accompanying text..
197 Even the new VolP carriers are growing rapidly. Vonage recently announced that it is
reaching the one million subscriber mark. Compare that to PrairieWave's current 62,000
subscriber base and you can easily see the mismatch in rural BSP bargaining positions even
compared to relatively new technology startups.
8 See supra Part III.K and accompanying notes.
199 See, e.g., Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 1105.
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sation arrangements (including Bill-and-Keep) produce such disparate results
in BSP markets, what mechanism for establishing rural BSP access rates will
provide just compensation to the BSP and meet the Commission's regulatory
goals? The Commission already knows the answer. In 1996, it undertook an
extensive comment period and study of the best mechanisms for setting rates. 00
The Commission correctly noted that the costs and related pricing for intercon-
nection, network access, and universal service funding levels are all interre-
lated and should be based on a common unifying economic theory." 1 Follow-
ing this study of local exchange company costs and the underlying economic
fundamentals, the Commission concluded that the forward-looking economic
cost model is the best mechanism to use in determining interconnection and
network access costs. Unfortunately, it then lost its way amid political infight-
ing among larger, well-established industry participants such as cellular com-
panies and the IXCs. Today, the Commission is facing a similar cacophony in
the ongoing intercarrier compensation docket. Amid all of this noise, the
Commission should not lose sight of the network cost imbalances faced by
rural BSPs, or it will literally kill off the very rural broadband network expan-
sion that it originally encouraged in 1996 and now seeks as one of its primary
goals. It is time for the Commission to return to the fundamentals: forward-
looking economic cost studies as a basis for rural BSP network access rates.
A. Forward-Looking Costs Remove Market Distortions and Provide Just
Compensation
In its Local Competition Order, the Commission stated:
In the following sections, we first set forth generally, based on the current record, a cost-
based pricing methodology based on forward-looking economic costs, which we conclude
is the approach for setting prices that best furthers the goals of the 1996 Act. In dynamic
competitive markets, firms take action based not on embedded costs, but on the relation-
ship between market-determined prices and forward-looking economic costs. If market
prices exceed forward-looking economic costs, new competitors will enter the markets. If
their forward-looking economic costs exceed market prices, new competitors will not enter
the market and existing competitors may decide to leave. Prices ... must be based on cost
under the law, and that should be read as requiring that prices be based on forward-looking
economic costs. New entrants should make their decisions whether to purchase unbundled
elements or to build their own facilities based on the relative economic costs of these op-
tions. By contrast, because the cost of building an element is based on forward-looking
economic costs, a new entrant's investment decisions would be distorted if the price of un-
bundled elements were based on embedded costs. In arbitrations of interconnection ar-
rangements, or in rulemakings the results of which will be applied in arbitrations, states
must set prices for interconnection and unbundled network elements based on the forward-
looking, long-run, incremental cost methodology 2 02.... [Elconomists generally agree that
200 See, e.g., Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 618.
201 See id. 716, 718; see also CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 28.
202 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 620.
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prices based on forward-looking long-run incremental costs (LRIC) give appropriate sig-
nals to producers and consumers and ensure efficient entry and utilization of the telecom-
munications infrastructure.
20 3
In reviewing the comments to its Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in the Lo-
cal Competition Order,0 the Commission further noted:
Most new entrants and IXCs agree that prices for interconnection and unbundled elements
should be based on forward-looking, economic costs. Many state commissions also argue
that, if federal pricing rules are adopted, forward-looking methodologies should serve as
the basis for establishing rates in a competitive environment . . . . Parties favoring a for-
ward-looking, incremental cost methodology argue that it is the appropriate pricing stan-
dard for several reasons. First, such an approach stimulates the prices for network elements
that would result if there were a competitive market for the provision of such elements to
other carriers. In such a market, these parties argue, competition would drive prices to for-
ward-looking costs, even if such costs were lower than a firm's historical costs. Second,
unbundled element prices based on forward-looking economic costs prevent incumbent
LECs from exploiting their market power at the expense of their competitors that are de-
pendent on the incumbent LECs facilities. Third, forward-looking incremental cost meth-
odology creates the right investment incentives for competitive facilities-based entry and
creates incentives for the market to move towards competition while preserving opportuni-
ties for competition even if some network elements prove to be resistant to competition.
Fourth, a pricing methodology based on forward-looking economic costs minimizes the in-
cumbent LECs' opportunities to engage in anticompetitive cross-subsidization that could
delay the emergence of effective competition. Finally, these parties argue that pricing based
205
on forward-looking economic costs will lead to lower prices for consumers.
The Commission subsequently accepted these arguments and adopted the
forward-looking economic cost approach as the best model for encouraging
effective and efficient competition.2"6 Note that two of the states in which Prai-
rieWave operates, Minnesota and Iowa, have adopted the forward-looking
economic cost model as the appropriate mechanism for setting BSP intrastate
network access rates. South Dakota has stayed with the embedded historic cost
approach for the same practical reasons adopted by the Commission in its
ILEC Access Order (that is, that the difference between existing embedded
cost regulation and forward-looking economic costs is not material enough to
force a change at this time).0 7
203 Id. 630.
204 See generally In re Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the Tele-
communications Act of 1996, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, II F.C.C.R. 14,171 (Apr. 19,
1996).
205 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 635.
206 See id. 679.
207 In re Access Charge Reform for Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to Rate-
of-Return Regulation, supra note 9, 131. The very small variance between PrairieWave's
proposed tariff rates based on its forward-looking economic costs and the NECA interstate
rates and pool compensation based on historical costs illustrates this point further. See supra
note 32; see also PrairieWave Petition for Waiver, supra note 4, 6 ("it is also significant
that whether viewed from the NECA cost methodology or a FLEC methodology, the cost of
providing access services in the rural areas served by PrairieWave is approximately the
same.").
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It should be recognized that there are some potential practical problems with
establishing forward-looking economic costs and the degree to which the
Commission may appropriately exercise its rate-setting authority via the
states,"8 Nevertheless, the general reasoning and economic conclusions
reached by the Commission are compelling and support the use of company-
specific forward-looking economic costs for establishing interconnection and
network access rates that are fair, just, and reasonable."' While much of the
Commission's analysis focuses on charges in excess of forward-looking eco-
nomic costs, unfair competition and distortions in capital investment decisions
also occur in situations where costs are arbitrarily set below long-run forward-
looking economic costs. The Commission recognized and used this concept as
part of its analysis."' It is now causing very real problems for BSPs that are
planning future development and investment activities in circumstances where
network access revenues are far below rates based on actual forward-looking
economic costs."'
B. BSP Company-Specific Forward-Looking Cost Studies Are Feasible and
Inexpensive
We have already noted the success in using cost models in small community
ILEC access areas." 2 We have also discussed and rejected the idea that for-
208 See Verizon Commc'ns Inc. v. FCC, 535 U.S. 467 (2002). The Verizon case is the
latest in a string of court decisions that question the application of the forward-looking cost
models in specific fact circumstances. See BREYER, supra note 11, at 39-40. Economists
have also recognized the problems of determining forward-looking costs as opposed to his-
torical embedded costs. See id. at 38; see also POSNER, supra note 11, at 98. However, these
problems have mostly surfaced in highly technical areas such as UNE element costing. Prai-
rieWave did not find its forward-looking economic cost study to be overly burdensome or
difficult for its BSP markets.
209 "[The] payment of rates based on [long run incremental costs] plus a reasonable allo-
cation of common costs, pursuant to section 251(d)(1), represents full compensation to the
incumbent LEC for use of the network elements that telecommunications carriers purchase."
Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 721. "[A] forward-looking economic cost meth-
odology satisfies the Constitution's just compensation standard." Id. 740.
Historically, ILEC access charges have been the product of an extensive regulatory
process by which an incumbent's costs are subject to detailed accounting requirements,
divided into regulated and non-regulated portions, and separated between the interstate
and intrastate jurisdictions. Once the regulated, interstate portion of an ILEC's costs is
identified, our access charge rules specify in detail the rate structure under which an in-
cumbent may recover those costs. This process has yielded presumptively just and rea-
sonable access rates for ILECs.
CLEC Access Order 1, supra note 1, 41.
2 10 Local Competition Order, supra note 12, 620.
211 See supra Part III.K (analyzing market distortion problems).
212 See supra Part III.Q.
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ward-looking cost studies are too burdensome or administratively complex." 3
The truth is that forward-looking cost studies can be effectively employed by
BSPs, even small rural BSPs. The assumption that preparing forward-looking
cost studies is too burdensome, complicated, and costly is simply untrue and is
being used as an excuse by many smaller CLECs on the mistaken belief that
such studies would disadvantage them. This is arguing from ignorance, as very
few CLECs have ever used the Part 32 accounting system or studied the rela-
tive advantages of doing so.2 4 If they did, they would recognize that Part 32
has built into it regulatory relief in the form of what is known as "Class B"
compliance status. This status eliminates the need for systems as complicated
as those imposed on the RBOCs and other large ILECs yet still provides the
necessary data for access rate cost studies."5
The primary usefulness of the Part 32 accounting system is the allocation of
common costs (primarily labor costs) to specific activities unique to telecom-
munications as opposed to conventional expense accounts. As such, it repre-
sents a form of activity-based costing, a method of cost accounting that is now
being deployed across numerous industries. Activity-based costing is widely
recognized as extremely effective for management information and decision-
making purposes.2 6 It could fairly be said that the failure by CLECs to use the
regulatory accounting process of Part 32 in order to allow the preparation of
accurate cost studies is simple management negligence, especially in the BSP
industry.1 7
The complications arise not from Part 32 cost accounting, but from the ju-
risdictional and other separation processes under Parts 36 and 69 necessary to
213 See supra Parts IllI.H, III.J.
214 Part 32 is essentially a specialized cost accounting system tailored to telecommunica-
tions services.
215 See generally FCC Uniform System of Accounts for Telecommunications Compa-
nies, 47 C.F.R. § 32.11 (2003). It is worth noting that substantial technical reference materi-
als, seminars and training courses, and practical assistance are available to small BSPs
through NECA.
216 In fact, it is so useful that PrairieWave employs it not only for its ILEC and CLEC
telephone operations, but for all of its unregulated unit operations as well (cable television,
Internet access services, data services, construction and field repair services). See generally
CHARLES T. HORNGREN ET AL., COST AccOUNTING, A MANAGERIAL EMPHASIS 115, 159,199
(1994); ROBIN COOPER & ROBERT S. KAPLAN, THE DESIGN OF COST MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
257, 267-461 (1991). Cooper and Kaplan devote an entire chapter to the use of activity-
based cost systems in service organizations. Id. at 466-575.
217 Actually, there might be cases where the use of Part 32 accounting is not possible,
though these should be extremely rare. For this reason, the use of the Commission's waiver
process might be the best way to address the issue, because it allows BSPs to voluntarily
choose to use the appropriate Part 32 accounting rules, prepare the necessary cost studies,
and present the data to the Commission to support a specific waiver. See generally Prai-
rieWave Petition for Waiver, supra note 4, at 8-9.
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complete an access rate cost study.2 8 Fortunately, there are a number of firms
(both accounting and consulting firms) that are available at very reasonable
costs to perform these studies.2t9 In fact, these firms actively compete for small
ILEC and BSP business, bringing real competitive market pricing to at least
this part of the industry.
It is out of sheer accounting ignorance that no CLEC in the CLEC Access
Order I proceedings suggested adopting the ILEC regulatory approach. As a
result, the Commission was deprived of the very information that would have
properly resolved the problem. In fact, the CLEC Access Orders are notable
primarily for their complete lack of CLEC access cost study analysis, even
though the Commission has heavily focused on the appropriateness of such
studies in setting proper rates for similarly situated small ILECs" °
VI. CONCLUSION
To summarize, with respect to rural BSP markets, the CLEC Access Orders
(and the Local Competition Order in the case of cellular carriers) have ignored
the substantial cost differences between large incumbent service areas and
smaller communities. These Orders have used incumbent access rates as prox-
ies for BSP rates, even though the incumbent rates are not set by competitive
market interactions, especially in the smaller markets. With respect to cellular
carrier access rates, the Commission has magnified this distortion by focusing
on MTAs as "local service areas" instead of actual BSP markets. Both mis-
takes result in access rates that are far below company-specific forward-
looking economic costs. BSPs are unable to recover the appropriately allocated
costs from incumbents and other competitors using their networks. This has
distorted the proper functioning of market cost and price signals.
BSPs like PrairieWave are subsidizing incumbents, large cellular carriers,
and other competitors (or are forcing their subscribers to provide the subsidies
via higher local service rates and charges). As a result, competitor retail rates
do not reflect the true costs of service and retail consumer choices are biased
towards the subsidized companies and technologies.
Capital investment decisions are being distorted, both by discouraging new
competitive investment by BSPs and, conversely, by encouraging inefficient
market decisions by incumbents, cellular carriers, and other competitors who
218 See 47 C.F.R. Parts 36 and 69 (2004).
219 See supra note 77 and accompanying text.
220 This undoubtedly has caused immense frustration for the Commission and its staff.
This situation had not improved by the time of the CLEC Access Order II. See CLEC Ac-
cess Order II, supra note 1, 35, 45. In fact, PrairieWave believes it is the first CLEC, let
alone BSP, to present a full forward-looking economic cost study to the Commission for its
consideration. See Prairie Wave Petition for Waiver, supra note 4, at 8.
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use the BSP networks to terminate calls or transmit data at unfairly low rates.
This operates to delay the introduction of new advanced broadband technolo-
gies in BSP markets and subsidizes the introduction of immature technologies
like VoIP or economically inefficient technologies like rural cellular.
BSP financial viability is being threatened because BSPs are unable to pass
through unpaid network access revenues to other revenue sources and are
forced to simply absorb the unpaid network costs. This constrains BSP access
to capital and has virtually stopped the introduction of new broadband net-
works to additional small communities. It also results in a public taking of the
BSP's property without just compensation, which is unconstitutional on its
face. In addition, the combined impact of these effects is destabilizing the mar-
kets to the long-term detriment of consumers.
None of this should be surprising. As noted above, the Commission recog-
nized the serious threat of all of these ramifications when it designed its initial
rules for the rural exemption."' However, as discussed in detail above, the rural
exemption is not properly structured to remedy these problems, at least in Prai-
rieWave's situation.
All of these harmful results flowing from the FCC's past access decisions
can be remedied simply by returning to the Commission's original economic
analysis and setting network access rates on actual BSP forward-looking costs
based on the unique factors for their particular geographic market areas. This is
precisely what is requested by the PrairieWave Petition for Waiver.222 It is also
precisely what the FCC has ordered as the appropriate way for small rate-of-
return ILECs to address disparities that result from the Commission's ILEC
Access Order:
To avoid any undue hardship that may result from selecting a default allocator of 30 per-
cent, rate-of-return carriers also will have the option to submit a cost study to establish the
portion of their local switching costs attributable to line port costs. Carriers electing this
approach must base their cost studies on geographically-averaged costs, and submit the
cost study in support of the tariff filing relying on the cost study. Once a rate-of-return car-
rier has performed a cost study to support its tariff, it may rely on that cost study for subse-
quent tariff filings. A rate-of-return carrier electing to use a cost study for a tariff must use
the cost study for all elements in the tariff.
223
221 The Commission has also recognized in its analysis of rate-of-return ILECs that rural
and non-rural ILECs have very different operating costs. In re Access Charge Reform for
Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Subject to Rate-of-Return Regulation, supra note 9,
27.
222 See PrairieWave Petition for Waiver, supra note 4, at 15.
223 Id. T 95. Once again, the application of rate-of-return LEC analysis to BSPs like Prai-
rieWave makes much more sense than the imposition of incumbent benchmark rate caps
that bear little relationship to the BSP network cost structures. Note that actual costs are also
the basis on which the Commission decided its rules for price cap LECs. "These rate struc-
ture modifications are similar to reforms previously implemented for price cap carriers, and
will foster efficient pricing by permitting rate-of-return carriers to establish new, cost-
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Cognizant of the potential for unforeseen impacts in the access area, the
Commission recognized the need for potential extraordinary relief in CLEC
Access Order I: "We stress, however, that the mechanism set out below is a
transitional one; it is not designed as a permanent solution to the issues sur-
rounding CLEC access charges." '224 Commentators have also stressed the need
to reevaluate regulation in light of actual results.225 The truth is that in the rural
BSP markets today, current network access rules are wreaking economic
havoc. It is time to reevaluate the impact of present regulation on rural BSP
markets and return to network access rates based on company-specific costing.
causative rate elements." Id. 107.
224 CLEC Access Order I, supra note 1, 7; see also id. 15, 63. In CLEC Access Or-
der II, the Commission specifically recognized that its general incumbent rate caps might
prove inappropriate in a BSP setting and exempted the petition of SouthEast Telephone, Inc.
for a waiver of these rules from its final decision and resolution of other petitions for recon-
sideration and relief, pending further consideration under its waiver rules. See CLEC Access
Order II, supra note 1, at 9124 n.1 17. Such relief was also considered appropriate by many
of the large IXCs and other commenters. See id. at 9127 n.131. A similar, if not more com-
pelling case, is made by PrairieWave in the PrairieWave Petition for Waiver. See supra note
59 and accompanying text.
225 See WILSON, supra note 11, at 171.
[I]t is one thing to change the rules of the game, it is quite another to ensure that the
new rules will produce the desired results. Ultimately, the success of the pro-
competitive regulation will be measured by the availability of enhanced services, the
extent of investment in broadband facilities, and the degree of competition that
emerges in local markets.
Id. "Whether measured in terms of industry structure (the number and organization of firms
competing to provide services) or in terms of firm behavior (competitive price setting, inno-
vation, diversity, and quality of services) competition is now the standard for measuring
success." Id. at 279.
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